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Date of Degree : [December 2015] 
 Use of PV systems is increasing due to the depletion of fossil fuels. Two stage 
converters commonly used with PV systems reduces the efficiency, increases the cost and 
device count. Single stage Z-source inverter has been proposed and implemented in this 
research work to overcome the problem of two stage converters. Laboratory prototype 
and real time implementation of Z-source inverter have been done for stand-alone and 
grid-connected PV systems in this research work to explore and improve the performance 
of the converter. PV array has been modelled and used with Z-source converter and 
various feedback controllers have been proposed and implemented for stand-alone and 
grid-connected mode for improved, reliable and robust control for power conversion 
systems. Simulations have been carried in Simulink/Matlab environment and real time 
performance of the power conversion system has been evaluated using Real Time Digital 
Simulator (RTDS) and dSPACE1103. A laboratory prototype of Z-source inverter has 
been used for maximum power point tracking of Chroma PV Simulator with feedback 
control. 
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ﻏﺎﻟﺒﺎ ﻣﻊ أدى ﻧﻀﻮب اﻟﻮﻗﻮد اﻟﺤﻔﺮى إﻟﻰ زﯾﺎدة اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻜﮭﺮوﺿﻮﺋﯿﺔ.ﯾﻌﺎب ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺤﻮﻻت ﺛﻨﺎﺋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﻰ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم 
 ھﺬه اﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔ أﻧﮭﺎ ﺗﻘﻠﻞ اﻟﻜﻔﺎءة و ﺗﺰﯾﺪ اﻟﺘﻜﻠﻔﺔ وﻋﺪد اﻷﺟﮭﺰة اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ. اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﻰ ﻓﻰ ھﺬه اﻷطﺮوﺣﺔ ﯾﻘﺪم و ﯾﻄﺒﻖ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام
ﻟﻜﻞ ﻣﻦ  Z-  retrevnI ecruosﻟﻠﺘﻐﻠﺐ اﻟﻌﯿﻮب اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ. ﺗﻢ ﺗﻨﻔﯿﺬ و ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻖ ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻣﻌﻤﻠﻰ ل  Z-  retrevnI ecruos
و اﻟﻤﺘﺼﻠﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺸﺒﻜﺔ اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﯿﺔ ﺑﮭﺪف اﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎف و ﺗﺤﺴﯿﻦ أداء اﻟﻤﺤﻮل. ﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺗﻢ ﻧﻤﺬﺟﺔ ﻧﻈﻢ اﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ  اﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﻜﮭﺮوﺿﻮﺋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﻠﺔ
ﻣﻊ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام طﺮق ﻣﺘﻌﺪدة ﻟﻠﺘﻐﺬﯾﺔ اﻟﺨﻠﻔﯿﺔ ﻓﻰ ﻛﻼ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﺘﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﻠﺔ و اﻟﻤﺮﺗﺒﻄﺔ  Z- retrevnI ecruosاﻟﻜﮭﺮوﺿﻮﺋﯿﺔ ﻣﻊ 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Background 
Energy crisis and environmental concerns have increased the interest of researchers in 
renewable energy sources. The kingdom of Saudi Arabia receives a high direct normal 
irradiation of 2200 kwh/m2/y which makes PV to be the most suitable renewable energy 
for the kingdom. The country is ambitious to diversify energy supply with increasing 
focus on renewable energies so that dependence on fossil fuels is reduced. Consumption 
of electricity is likely to increase from 51 GW in 2011 to 120 GW in 2030. Renewable 
energy contribution is expected to be 54 GW by 2032 with PV adding 16GW to the mix 
[1]. 
With annual population growth of 3.2%, economic growth of 6.8% and industrial 
production growth of around 6%, the demand for optimum new energy mix is increasing. 
Increased industrialization over the last two decades has increased focus on reliability and 
stability of the supply [1]. With a large number of consumers connected to transmission 
systems and the number still increasing it’s, therefore, very important to study ways and 
means to enhance power system performance in the many countries.  
This thesis work is focused on the development of electrical model of PV modules and its 
use in grid connected PV system. quasi-Z-source inverter has been used in this work for 
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power conversion from PV arrays to the grid and control scheme would be developed that 
would ensure reliable and effective integration of PV with the grid. The grid connected 
PV system would be developed on Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) and the 
proposed controller will be implemented using the dSPACE DS 1103 controller. 
1.2  Thesis Motivation 
The motivation of this thesis work is inspired by some non-resolved issues in the field of 
grid-connected inverters for efficient and effective transfer of power to the grid. The 
efficiency of the inverter depends upon the number of stages of power conversion and 
robustness of its controller. To remove multiple stages of power conversion, single stage 
quasi-Z-source inverter has been introduced by researchers and some feedback 
controllers have been developed by researchers to work with PV systems in grid-
connected mode but the performance and control of quasi-Z-source inverter depend upon 
its new PWM techniques. The single stage quasi-Z-source inverter in transformerless 
grid-connected mode has driven the attention of researchers for reliable and effective 
control strategies and PWM techniques and its performance with power systems. 
The literature survey has shown that novel reliable PWM controllers and MPPT 
controllers for quasi-Z-source based PV is required in power systems. Based on the work 
done on quasi-Z-source inverter and the ever growing application of quasi-Z-source 
network in renewable energy systems, reliable PWM techniques and improved feedback 
controllers have been developed in this research work and their performance has been 
evaluated using experimental prototype of the systems in laboratory.  
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1.3  Thesis Objectives 
The research objective of this work is focused on development of grid connected PV 
systems. The objectives can be described as below: 
1. Developing a generalized PV array simulator using PV model that can work under 
different conditions. 
2. Developing transformerless grid connected PV system with quasi-Z-source 
inverter using the developed PV array simulator. 
3. Developing a Maximum Power Point Tracking controller that can work for 
changing conditions. 
4. Building a laboratory prototype of the PV system with quasi-Z-source inverter. 
1.4  Thesis Methodology 
The research work was performed as following: 
A detailed literature survey was done to assess technological advances in grid-connected 
inverters and use of quasi-Z-source networks in grid-connected modes. A thorough study 
of control system for quasi-Z-source inverter has been done. 
A design procedure for the quasi-Z-source inverter was developed. Then, the software 
and hardware prototypes of quasi-Z-source inverter were developed using the design 
procedures. Various PWM controllers for control of quasi-Z-source inverters were 
developed and implemented. These PWM techniques for quasi-Z-source were 
implemented in RSCAD and their performance were checked in Real Time Digital 
Simulator (RTDS). 
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The developed quasi-Z-source inverter was used with PV systems. Stand-alone and grid-
connected PV systems with quasi-Z-source were developed in Simulink. Experimental 
setup was developed for the implementation of quasi-Z-source inverter and its control. 
PWM controller and feedback controller for laboratory prototype of quasi-Z-source 
inverter were employed in dSPACE1103 for various environmental conditions. So, the 
experimental investigation of the PWM control of quasi-Z-source inverter was done. 
Also, the performance of feedback control strategy for the prototype was evaluated. 
Real time setup was established for performance evaluation of new power controllers 
using RTDS and dSPACE1103. The grid-connected PV system with quasi-Z-source 
inverter was implemented in RSCAD and its feedback ANFIS power controller was 
employed in dSPACE. 
1.5  Thesis Contribution 
The main contribution of this work is proposing new efficient PWM techniques and 
effective control of grid-connected PV system with Z-source inverter. Furthermore, 
prototype has been built for Z-source inverter in laboratory. 
The specific thesis contributions are: 
 Improved Maximum Power Point Tracking controllers based on PWM techniques 
for quasi-Z-source inverter. 
 A prototype for quasi-Z-source inverter to evaluate its performance and control in 
power system has been developed to improve the voltage and efficiency of 
various power system networks. 
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 Three improved PWM Techniques have been implemented to enhance the 
performance of quasi-Z-source inverter.  
 Two improved control strategies for feedback control quasi-Z-source based grid-
connected PV system have been developed for effective power, voltage and 
current control of the system. 
 A laboratory scale prototype has been developed for quasi-Z-source connected PV 
system for transformerless mode of operation that can be connected to power 
system for smart-grid operation. 
1.6  Thesis Breakdown 
Elaboration on research problem, research objectives and research methodology has been 
done in chapter one. The second chapter will briefly cast light on the fundamental 
concepts of the photovoltaic systems, PV modules, and maximum power point tracking 
techniques, literature survey on the use of Z-source inverter, various power and current 
controllers used for Z-source inverters. Chapter 3 will discuss PV module modelling, 
optimization of PV module parameters and the design and implementation of Z-source 
inverter. Chapter 4 presents various efficient PWM techniques for Z-source inverter and 
its implementation. The Simulink results for these techniques are also discussed. Chapter 
5 gives details of feedback controllers implemented for PV connected Z-source inverter 
and their performance have been evaluated. Implementation of PI controllers and ANFIS 
controllers in Simulink/MATLAB environment is elaborated. Implementation of these 
controllers in real environment has also been presented. Chapter 6 discusses experimental 
setup and prototype implementation of Z-source inverter and its test for MPPT with 
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Chroma PV simulator. Finally, chapter 7 will conclude the findings and suggest the 
future work.  
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CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
All of the hazardous consequences coming from fossil fuels can be eliminated using 
Renewable Energy Resources (RES). Also, the deregulation in electricity markets and the 
development of the distributed generation (PV SYSTEMS) technologies are promoting 
the use of RES in power generation [3]. Among the renewable energy sources (RES), 
solar energy is the promising and photovoltaic (PV) system provides the most direct 
method to convert solar energy into electrical energy without environmental 
contamination. As PV cells are semiconductor devices, they are quiet, static, and  require 
less maintenance and have low operational cost as compared to other RES like wind 
energy[2]. Electricity production using PV systems is expected to reach 200 GW during 
2020 and 800 GW during 2030 (European Photovoltaic Industry Association (EPIA) 
report) [3]. This increase in the deployment of PV generation has led researchers to work 
on the different issues of photovoltaic like PV cells material, modelling of the PV panel, 
maximum power point tracking algorithms, power electronics converter used to integrate 
PV array with grid and its impact on power system etc. 
2.1  PV Modules 
To carry out a simulation study on PV systems, an efficient and robust electrical model is 
required which can produce various electrical characteristics, i.e., I-V and P-V of 
photovoltaic panel with different conditions like varying radiation, temperature, partial 
shadowing techniques etc. [4][5]. These characteristics of PV systems are highly non-
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linear, so it is not suitable to model it using DC or controllable sources[6]. In [7], 
modelling of PV module has been done using ideal diode and four parameter models.  
Researchers have proposed and worked out various models for PV panels which includes 
those models which utilizes empirical correlation factors, those models which have been 
proposed to use analytical details of PV Cell and those models which combines both of 
these techniques[4][8][9] [10][11]. PV models presented so far in the literature are either 
very low detailed or very complex and sophisticated to be used for studies of simple 
energy systems. One of the model is the one that scales maximum power point based on 
temperature and irradiation, so the coefficients relative to irradiance and temperature for 
maximum power point is required to evaluate the behaviour of PV module. A way of 
changing I-V curve from  given conditions of environment to second conditions is 
used[12].  
Bilinear interpolation technique has been proposed and used in that uses 4 different I-V 
curves such that two of them at changed temperature and two of them at changed 
irradiance. In this case, the characteristics of PV module or panel are determined by 
interpolation of four curves with open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current to find 
solar irradiance and temperature, respectively for ambient or normal conditions. These 
complex and sophisticated models need a lot of data usually very difficult to obtain[13].  
Sandia Lab model is the most reliable, effective, pragmatic and efficient model for PV 
systems given in which uses 3 inputs namely wind velocity, temperature and irradiance 
and it calculates current and the voltage at five different points on the curve. The data 
required for this model is comprised of 30 constants obtained from experiments to check 
the characteristic behaviour of any PV module or panel. The data can be obtained for 
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many PV modules or panels available commercially. Energy system studies like load 
flow and other studies when done with these models give good results but would be 
complex and would take large amount of time[11][14]. 
Some other models have been proposed using Artificial intelligence techniques which 
give reliable and fast parameter estimation for four and five parameter models[15],[16]. 
Differential evolution technique has been used in [16] to estimate the parameters that 
works fine under certain conditions but under low irradiance the performance is low. A 
genetic Algorithm technique has been employed in [17] to model PV modules which also 
shows satisfactory results but at low temperatures and irradiance the performance is not 
good. PV module modelling has been attempted by some researchers under partial 
shading conditions which under some restricted conditions give good results but 
improvement is still required[18][19][20]. 
To improve the performance of PV systems, improved models have been tried using 
seven parameter models of PV modules[4][21]. The two diode model gives better 
performance under low irradiance and temperatures but the methods developed so far can 
work under restricted conditions. 
2.2  Models of PV Module 
PV modules can be modelled using an equivalent electrical models which can also be 
connected in any electrical circuit and thus can easily be used for the overall  transient 
and dynamic studies of a power system especially when connected to the grid. Different 
types of PV models have been given as shown below, namely double diode model, RSH 
model, RS and ideal diode model. Figure 2.1 shows the ideal diode model which consists 
of a current source in parallel with a diode. 
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Figure 2.1 Ideal diode model 
Figure 2.2 shows the four parameter model of PV module also known as RS  model 
which consists of a series resistor in the output current path in addition to the ideal diode 
model. 
 
Figure 2.2 Four parameters model 
 
Figure 2.3 shows the five parameters model (RSH model) with a shunt resistor and series 
resistor to give more accurate results. 
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Figure 2.3 Five parameters model 
Figure 2.4. Shows the seven parameters model (double diode model) to count for junction 
recombination loss. It consists of 2 diodes in parallel to the current source, a shunt 
resistance and a series resistance. The seven parameters are IL, Id1, Id2, a1, a2, Rsh and Rs 
where IL is the inner PV current, Id1 and Id2 are currents through the two diodes,a1 and a2 
are the diode ideality factors, Rsh is the shunt resistance and Rs is the series resistance. 
 
Figure 2.4 Seven Parameters PV model 
 
The important part of the implementation is the estimation and calculation of the 
parameters of the model. The efficiency, performance and effectiveness of these models 
depend on the values of the parameters which in turn depend on the algorithm used for 
identification and calculation. 
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Various manufacturer provides the PV modules. 
 
 
2.3  Maximum Power Point Tracking            
PV module produces voltage and current that are dependent upon temperature and 
irradiance.  With constant irradiance (G), the power-voltage characteristics of a typical 
PV module are shown in Figure 2.5. With constant temperature (T), the power-voltage 
characteristics of a typical PV module are shown in Figure 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.5 Power vs voltage characteristic for Constant temperature [10] 
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Figure 2.6 Power Vs Voltage Characteristic for PV module for constant irradiation [10] 
The open circuit voltage (Voc) is the maximum voltage from a PV module. At Voc,  the 
PV module open circuit current (Ioc) is zero. The short circuit current is the maximum 
current from a PV module. At short circuit current (Isc), the output PV module voltage 
(Vsc) is zero. The maximum power from PV module is obtained at a voltage less than 
open circuit voltage and at current less than short circuit current. These values of voltage 
and current are maximum power voltage (VMMPT) and maximum power current (IMMPT). 
This is the maximum power point (MPPT) at given irradiation and temperature as shown 
in Figure 5 and Figure 6. If the current is increased or decreased due to the load seen by 
PV module, the operating point is changed from the maximum power point and power 
less than maximum power is drawn from the PV module. For constant irradiation and 
temperature, the maximum power point is constant.  
The purpose of Maximum power tracking controller is to apply proper resistance after 
sampling the output from PV to track the maximum power point, thus extracting 
maximum power from the PV under the given conditions of irradiation and temperature. 
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For constant condition there is only operating point at which the corresponding voltage 
and current would result in maximum power. 
The IV characteristic is generally linear but behaves like inverse exponential function at 
the knee as shown. Maximum power will be extracted from the device when the slope of 
the curve is equal and opposite to I/V ratio. This point is also called maximum power 
point. A resistance value of V/I will extract the maximum power from the device. If the 
resistance is different from this value, maximum power will not be extracted and 
maximum power point tracking controller is required to search for this point[26].  
2.4  Perturb & Observe methods (P&O) 
In this method, the controller changes the voltage by a small amount and checks the 
change in power, if the power is increasing it further increases the voltage until it reaches 
the maximum power point after which the power starts to decrease with increase in 
voltage. This is widely used method. It gives fluctuations in output power. The algorithm  
for Perturb and Observe method is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 P&O algorithm [114] 
Where V(k) is the present sampled voltage, V(k-1) is the previous sampled value of 
voltage, I(k) is the present sampled current value and P(k) is the present calculated 
maximum power value for PV module. 
A schematic diagram for MPPT control of PV systems using Perturb and Observe 
method is shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram for MPPT control of PV systems 
Various simple P&O based MPPT controller has been attempted in literature [1]. Chee 
Wei Tan did the analysis of this method for MPPT[2]. 
 
2.5  Incremental conductance method 
In this method, the controller uses the incremental changes in voltage and current to 
check the effect of voltage variation. It uses the dI/dV to find the sign of dP/dV, when the 
incremental conductance and array conductance is same then that is the maximum power 
point. A graph showing Incremental Conductance is shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 Flow chart for Incremental conductance method [26] 
If dI/dV = -1/V, then it represents the maximum power point. If dI/dV >-1/V, then the 
maximum power point is to the right. If the dI/dV < -1/V, then the maximum power point 
is to the left. Where I and V are PV array output current and voltage respectively. The left 
hand side of equations represents incremental conductance of PV module and the right 
hand side represents the instantaneous conductance. When the ratio of change in output 
conductance is equal to the negative output conductance, the solar array will operate at 
the maximum power point.  
Some researchers have developed Incremental conductance based MPPT controllers that 
control the DC-DC converters. Simulation and Hardware Implementation of Incremental 
Conductance MPPT with Direct Control Method Using Cuk Converter has been done. 
Classical MPPT techniques uses irradiations and temperature to find maximum power 
point. Fast tracking of the maximum power point, robustness under changing conditions 
and reliability are required in MPPT controllers. In this work, fast tracking MPPT 
controllers have been proposed which are robust and reliable under various conditions.  
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2.6  Artificial Intelligence based methods 
Artificial techniques like Adaptive Neurofuzzy Inference System and Neural networks 
have been used to design versatile MPPT controller. A schematic diagram for ANFIS 
based MPPT control of PV systems has been shown in Figure 2.10. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Diagram for ANFIS based MPPT [28] 
 
Different artificial intelligence based MPPT controllers have been designed by 
researchers to control the switching of DC-DC converters. 
 
 
2.7  Z-source inverter and its application in PV systems 
In conventional voltage source converter, a DC voltage source is connected in parallel to 
a capacitor and then feeding a three phase bridge. The bridge consists of six switches 
which in turn comprise of transistor or IGBT’s and anti-parallel diode. Some limitations 
of conventional V source inverter are: 
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1. Voltage source inverter is a buck inverter, i.e , the output ac voltage is always less 
than the input dc voltage. 
2. The switches in upper and lower leg cannot be turned on simultaneously 
otherwise shoot through would occur which can damage the device, so dead time 
is required between switching which induces distortion in waveforms.  
3. An ac filter is also required which causes losses and increases control 
requirements. 
In conventional current source Inverter, a DC current source is connected to the three 
phase bridge inverter through an inductor. It has following limitations: 
1. Current source inverter is a boost inverter, i.e, the output voltage is always greater 
than the input dc. 
2. Only one of upper switch and one lower switch have to be ON but opening of one 
them can cause open circuit of inductor which can damage the device. So overlap 
time is needed which causes waveform distortion. 
3. Series diodes are required with switches like IGBTs and transistors to prevent 
reverse voltage, this prevents the use of low cost switching modules. 
2.8  Types of Z-source inverters (ZSI) 
Various Topologies for Z-source inverters have been presented in the literature [119]. Z-
source inverters are mainly voltage fed and current fed inverters. These two types of 
conventional Z-source inverters are shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.  
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Figure 2.11 Voltage Fed ZSI with Discontinuous Input Current [113] 
 
Figure 2.12 Current Fed ZSI with Continuous Input Current [113] 
 
The voltage fed ZSI has some significant drawbacks; namely that the input current is 
discontinuous in the boost mode and that the capacitors must sustain a high voltage. The 
main drawback of the current fed ZSI is that the inductors must sustain high currents. 
Also, control complexity is an issue when the ZSI is used in a back-to-back configuration 
due to the coupling of the inverter switching functions. 
To overcome these drawbacks, four new types of Z-source inverters have been proposed 
in the literature [113].  
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Figure 2.13 Voltage Fed qZSI with Continuous Input Current [113] 
Two of these inverters are voltage fed quasi-Z-source inverter (qZSI) as shown in Figure 
2.13 and Figure 2.16 and the other two are current fed qZSI as shown in Figure 2.14 and 
Figure 2.15. 
The novel qZSI topologies shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.16 , in a manner consistent 
with the voltage fed ZSI, can be made bidirectional by replacing the diode, D1, with a 
bidirectionally conducting, unidirectionally blocking switch. The qZSI, shown in Figure 
2.13, when compared to the ZSI shown in Figure 2.11, features lower dc voltage on 
capacitor C2 as well as continuous input current, while the qZSI topology, shown in 
Figure 2.16, features lower dc voltage on capacitors C1 and C2, however, the input 
current is discontinuous. Also, due to the input inductor, L1, the qZSI shown in Figure 
2.13 does not require input capacitance, unlike the ZSI and the qZSI shown in Figure 
2.16. 
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Figure 2.14 Current Fed qZSI with Discontinuous Input Current [113] 
 
Figure 2.15 Current Fed qZSI with Continuous Input Current [113] 
 
The current fed qZSI topologies shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15, in a manner 
consistent with the current fed ZSI, are bidirectional with the diode, D1. The qZSI shown 
in Figure 2.14, when compared to the ZSI shown in Figure 2.12, features reduced current 
in inductor L2, as well as reduced passive component count, while the qZSI shown in 
Figure 2.15 features lower current in inductors L1 and L2. Again, due to the input 
inductor, L3, the ZSI and qZSI in Figure 2.12 do not require input capacitance. 
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Figure 2.16 Voltage Fed qZSI with Discontinuous Input Current [113] 
 
All four qZSI topologies also feature a common dc rail between the source and inverter, 
unlike the traditional ZSI circuits. Furthermore, these qZSI circuits have no 
disadvantages when compared to the traditional ZSI topologies. These qZSI topologies 
therefore can be used in any application in which the ZSI would traditionally be used 
Table 2.1 shows the governing equations of the various forms of voltage fed ZSIs 
discussed earlier [113]. These equations are derived using Kirchhoff’s current and 
voltage laws and state-space averages of inductors and capacitors for each circuit. These 
equations are derived by applying aforementioned laws in different modes of operation 
for voltage fed inverters. 
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Table 2.1 Voltage Fed ZSI and qZSI Governing Equations 
 
 
Table 2.2 shows the equations that govern the operation of various forms of current fed 
ZSI and qZSIs. In these equations, D is the shoot-through duty cycle and SD is the shoot-
through function. SD is defined to be 1 when the inverter is in shoot-through mode and 0 
when inverter is in active mode. 
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Table 2.2 Current Fed ZSI and qZSI Governing Equations 
 
 
From Table 2.1, it can be seen that the only parameters which change for the different 
voltage fed topologies are the capacitor voltages, and the input current. The maximum 
shoot through duty cycle, D, is 0.5 for these topologies with a positive input voltage, VIN. 
Therefore, by the gain equations for the capacitor voltages, it can be seen that with the 
qZSI circuits, the capacitor voltages are reduced when compared with the traditional ZSI. 
If the input voltage is negative, it is also possible to operate the voltage fed topologies 
with a shoot through duty cycle, D, greater than 0.5. In this case, the ZSI has lower 
capacitor voltage than the qZSIs. Similarly, from Table 2.2, it can be seen that when the 
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shoot through duty cycle, D, is less than 0.5, the current through the inductors is 
decreased for the current fed qZSI topologies when compared to the traditional current 
fed ZSI. 
 When the shoot through duty cycle, D, is greater than 0.5 for the current fed ZSI or the 
qZSIs, the power flow is negative, and the current through the inductors is lower for the 
ZSI than the qZSIs. If the diode D1 is replaced with a bidirectionally blocking, 
unidirectionally conducting switch in any of the current fed topologies, it is possible to 
feed the system with a positive or negative voltage, and several new operating regions are 
allowed. 
 
2.9  Z-source Inverter Structure 
 
Z source Inverter has been used by researchers in place of conventional current source 
and voltage source inverter to improve the efficiency of the PV systems. Conventional 
current source inverter or voltage source inverter can only boost or buck the voltage and 
also electromagnetic interference and other restrictions lowers their efficiency while Z 
source inverter is buck-boost inverter which eliminates various problems with 
conventional inverters and also the need for boost converter is removed by the use of z 
source converter. Z-source inverter and its improved performance with PV systems will 
be explored in this thesis work and a novel Maximum Power Point Tracking controller 
will be designed for Z-source inverter in this research work. 
To overcome these limitations, Z source inverter is suggested which is given in Figure 
2.17. It consists of two capacitors and two inductors connected[22] as shown in  Figure  
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and then feeding the three phase bridge. The switches used can have series diodes or anti 
parallel diodes as shown in Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18. 
 
Figure 2.17 Z source inverter with switches with anti-parallel diodes [22] 
 
 
 
Figure 2.18 Z source inverter with switches series diodes [22] 
The unique characteristic of Z-source inverter is that it is a buck boost inverter and the 
output ac voltage can have any value between zero and infinity theoretically. This 
characteristic is obtained by the permissibility of shoot through state in Z-source inverter 
which is forbidden in other inverters. This shoot through state is obtained by seven ways; 
either by turning ON simultaneously the two switches in any one of the three legs, or by 
combination of the two legs with all the four switches ON or by turning ON all the six 
switches simultaneously. This shoot through state makes it a buck boost inverter. This 
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state is also known as shoot-through zero states. This shoot-through zero states is shown 
in Figure 2.19. 
 
 
Figure 2.19 Switching states for Z source inverter [22] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Z-source inverter has been analyzed below: 
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Figure 2.20 Z source inverter equivalent diagram during zero state 
If the switching period is T and the shoot through time is To as shown in Figure 2.20, 
then 
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Figure 2.21 Z-source inverter equivalent diagram during non-zero states 
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During any non-zero state as shown in Figure 2.21, the equations are as follow: 
 
       −        ,            =                   ,              =    −    =      −             
……….(2.10)                           
The peak voltage across the DC link is given by: 
   =     −    =  
 
     
   =  .                                                                   ……….(2.11) 
Where B is the boost factor obtained from zero state and is given by: 
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 ≥                                                                                     ………(2.12) 
The output ac voltage from the inverter is given by: 
 
    =  .  .
  
 
                                                                                                 ……….(2.13) 
Where M is the modulation index. The output voltage can be stepped up or stepped down 
by choosing a factor Bb such that 
   =  .   = (  ~ ∞)                                                                                     ..……..(2.14) 
Many control strategies have been designed for use of Z-source inverter in PV systems. 
In  [27], fuzzy logic has been used to design a controller for Z-source  inverter for PV 
systems. In [28],  ANFIS controller has been designed to control Z-source inverter for PV 
systems. In [23], another control strategy has been applied for Z-source inverter to track 
the maximum power point for four parameter model. In [28], a modified form of Z-
source inverter known as quasi Z-source inverter has been used to track maximum power 
point to improve the performance and reduce losses. In [24], some simple modifications 
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for control techniques were used for slight improvement in performance. In [29],[30], 
study of control techniques for Z source inverter with quasi modifications were done and 
some comparisons were done. In [31] and [32], switch inductor and unified maximum 
power point tracking techniques were analyzed for Z-source inverter. 
 
2.10 Quasi-Z-Source Inverter 
 
Quasi-Z-source inverter (qZSI) is a new topology derived from the traditional Z-source 
inverter (ZSI). The qZSI inherits all the advantages of the ZSI, which can realize 
buck/boost, inversion and power conditioning in a single stage with improved reliability. 
In addition, the proposed qZSI has the unique advantages of lower component ratings and 
constant dc current from the source. All of the boost control methods that have been 
developed for the ZSI can be used by the qZSI. The qZSI features a wide range of voltage 
gain which is suitable for applications in photovoltaic (PV) systems, due to the fact that 
the PV cell’s output varies widely with temperature and solar irradiation. 
 
Figure 2.22 Quasi-Z-Source Inverter 
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If the switching period is T and the shoot through time is To,     is the voltage across 
capacitor C1,      is the voltage across capacitor C2,     and     are the voltage across 
inductor L1 and L2,     is output voltage of PV module,    is the input voltage of inverter. 
 
     =     ,        +     =     ,           = 0                                                             ….. 
(2.15) 
During any non-zero state as shown in Figure 2.15, the equations are as follow: 
         −    = −   ,        =      −          ,    =    +                                   ….. 
(2.16) 
The average voltage across the DC link is given by: 
   =  
  (        )
 
=  
  
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    =  .                                                                      …..(2.17)                                                          
Where B is the boost factor obtained from zero state and is given by:      
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  
     
=
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  
  
  
 ≥ 1                                                                                           ..…(2.18)                                                                          
The output ac voltage from the inverter is given by: 
    =  .  .
  
 
                                                                                                        …..(2.19) 
2.11 Applications and Control of Z-source Inverter 
The control system for a power conversion system must have a fast and reliable dynamic 
response to minimize the effects of users and grids. More recently, various studies of 
voltage-fed ZSIs/qZSI have been done and  their derived topologies are studied to 
improve the voltage gain of the basic ZSI/qZSI [6]–[12]. Investigation for feedback 
control and parameter design by state space averaging or dynamic modeling has been 
done in [36]–[46]. Many applications of Z-source have been explored by researchers such 
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as traction drive [47]–[50], wind [51]–[53], and PV power conversions [54]–[56]. Use of 
Z-source in combinations with traditional power conversion techniques, e.g., integrating 
with energy storage batteries (ESBs) has been investigated in [57]–[63]. Some advance 
applications such as  coupling into the conventional matrix converter [64]–[76], neutral-
point-clamped inverter [67]–[69], and cascade multilevel inverter (CMI) [70]–[77], etc. 
Studies also carried out current-fed ZSI/qZSI [78]–[80] and ZS/qZSI dc–dc converters 
[81]–[86]. Here, voltage-fed ZSI/qZSI are taken into account in view of their widespread 
investigations 
Single-loop feedback control with PI controller has been investigated for Z-source using 
input dc voltage in [36], using capacitor voltage of Z-source network in [38], [48] and 
using dc-link voltage in [39], [42]. In [40], a sampling circuit is used to sample pulsating 
dc-link voltage to be used as a feedback variable which makes the hardware very 
complex. Feedback control is usually based on Z-source capacitor voltage which is used 
as control variable. The relationships between Z-source capacitor voltage and dc link 
peak voltage, i.e., Vdc=Vc/(1-D) and Vc*=(Vin* + Vdc*)/2 have been used in [48].In [37], 
a proportional control has been implemented for inner current loop to regulate dc-link 
peak voltage and fast response and it has been improved in [41] with a PI control. 
Non-linear control for Z-source with a dc source has been implemented using model 
predictive control (MPC) in [44], [45]. In [42] and [61], sliding mode control has been 
employed for simple Z-source network to regulate dc –link voltage. Fuzzy control for 
simple Z-source network with a dc source has been used to regulate dc voltage in [60]. 
Neural network is another non-linear control that has been used to regulate dc-link 
voltage for Z-source connected with dc source in [43]. Neural network controller needs 
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training by using training data. All of these non-linear techniques have been used for 
simple dc-source connected to Z-source but for complex system connected to Z-source, 
these controllers have not been used. In these non-linear control methods, quantities like 
input dc voltage, capacitor voltage of Z-source network, load current, and dc-link voltage 
are sampled and used as controller input variables to calculate to the control signals for 
switching devices. 
Performance, speed and reliability of these non-linear control methods are high as 
compared to conventional PI controllers. But in complex application like grid connected 
mode, wind energy system and PV systems, the use of these controllers is limited and 
needs improvement and robust design. MPC controller was used to adjust output 
waveform, response and robustness with minimum cost function but it limits the 
switching states which makes it unsuitable under complex applications [44], [45].  
Reduction in fossil fuels and climatic changes have resulted in search for alternative 
energy resources of which PV has emerged as the biggest contributor to global energy 
markets [87], [88]. PV panel production rate is increasing and has reached 52 GW in 
2012 and global installed PV capacity has reached more than 100 GW [89]. PV is 
dependent upon environmental conditions like irradiation and temperature, so the output 
of PV panel is changing, intermittent and not constant [90]. Therefore, an effective, 
robust and reliable control system are required to operate PV connected systems 
effectively and efficiently. Inverters are the major component used with PV and different 
topologies have been used and discussed in [91].Conventional two-stage inverters are 
replaced by single stage Z-source inverter to increase the efficiency and reduce the cost 
[60]-[62].The concept of Z-source can be used for all power conversion networks and 
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different conversion circuits can be derived for example  Z-source/quasi Z-source 
converters [64]-[66], Z-source with neural point being clamped [67]-[69]. QZ-source 
network coupled with cascaded multi-level inverters (CMI) [71]-[77] and battery-storage 
(ESB) [57]-[63]. 
Many new semi-conductor devices are built using WBG semiconductor materials to 
improve conversion systems. The present energy conversion systems are used for small- 
level and some medium level PV systems but for large-level PV plants/system the use of 
converters and controllers is a challenge [90],[103],[105]. 
2.12 Transformerless grid connected PV system 
A diagram of grid-connected PV system is shown below in Figure 2.22.: 
 
Figure 2.23 Grid connected PV system[33] 
In grid connected PV system, the output voltage from a PV array system is converted to 
AC voltage using either current source inverter or voltage inverter both having some 
advantages and disadvantages. One can only boost and other can only step down the 
input voltage. The output AC voltage of the inverter is filtered out using filters and then 
synchronized with a grid. A maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control is required 
to track the maximum power, voltage and current from the PV with changing irradiation 
and temperature. The MPPT control is connected to a DC-DC boost converter to check 
for maximum voltage and current available from PV array system and adjust the duty 
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cycle of boost converter to keep the output DC voltage of the boost converter at a 
constant value that is used by the DC-AC inverter. The inverter is controlled by a PWM 
technique in which a carrier signal is compared with a reference signal and pulses are 
generated based on this comparison. These pulses are then sent to the switches of the 
inverter to convert the input DC voltage to an output AC voltage of desired frequency 
and magnitude. The harmonics from this output AC voltage is filtered out by using filters 
and then through a grid transformers, the PV system is connected to a local grid. In [33], 
the grid connected transformer has been eliminated to improve the efficiency and power 
transfer of the PV systems. In [34], a single phase multi-level inverter has been used for 
power conversion for PV systems connected to a grid but the transformer reduces the 
efficiency and also the inverter is not able to do buck-boost operations. To improve the 
performance of PV systems transformerless grid connected topologies have been adopted 
which increases the efficiency and reduces the losses by removing grid-transformer 
[22][23][24]. 
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CHAPTER 3  
DESIGN OF PV MODULE AND Z-SOURCE INVERTER 
Z-source inverter is a single stage topology and it includes two capacitors, two inductors 
and a diode. The capacitors and inductors are called impedance network. It is used to 
boost up the voltage to the required DC link voltage level. The design of a Z-source 
network requires selecting capacitors, inductors and diodes of specific rating that can 
work efficiently and effectively under nominal conditions. In this chapter, the design 
procedure of electrical components is presented. 
3.1  Modelling of PV Module 
Five parameter model of a PV module is shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 Five Parameter Model of PV Module 
 
Five parameter model is analyzed below: 
The equations governing the five parameter model are given below: 
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The five parameters are Rsh, Rs, a, Id and IL. Rsh represents shunt resistance, Rs stands for 
series resistance, a is the modified ideality factor, Id is the diode current and IL is the PV 
current. 
 
Applying Kirchhoff’s current law: 
  =    −    −                                                                                                       
.………(3.1) 
The current through the diode is given by: 
 
   =     {exp  
(     )
 
  − 1}                                                                                
.……….(3.2) 
And current through the series resistance is given by: 
    =  
     
   
                                                                                                                     
..………(3.3) 
Putting these values in eqn (1) to obtain the following equation: 
  =    −       exp  
(     )
 
  − 1   − 
     
   
                                                         
….…….(3.4) 
Where a is the modified diode ideality factor and is given by: 
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  =  
       
 
                                                                                                                    
.……..(3.5) 
The IV-characteristic at some key points is obtained as below: 
(1) At short circuit condition, V =0, and  
I =    ,   . 
   ,    =   ,    −   ,      exp  
   ,     ,   
    
  − 1  −
   ,      ,   
   ,   
                                 
…..(3.6)  
 
(2) At open circuit, I =0 and V =    ,    , 
 
  ,    =    ,    {exp  
   ,   
    
  − 1} + 
   ,    
   ,   
                                                             
.…..(3.7)          
 
(3) At maximum power point, I=    ,     and V=    ,    
 
   ,    =   ,    −   ,      exp   
    ,         ,     ,   
    
  − 1  −  
     ,        ,      ,   
   ,   
 ...(3.8) 
These parameters were optimized using differential evolution and the developed model 
was used in the research work. 
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3.2 Parameter Optimization for PV module 
Different techniques can be applied to optimize the parameters for the PV modules. 
Differential evolution is one of the effective methods for this purpose [16]. In differential 
evolution, mutation is applied first to generate a trial vector, which is then used within the 
crossover operator to produce one offspring. Mutation step sizes are not sampled from a 
prior known probability distribution function. Mutation step sizes are influenced by 
differences between individuals of the current population. 
General Differential Evolution algorithm is described as below: 
Set the generation counter, t = 0; 
Initialize the control parameters, β and pr; 
Create and initialize the population, C(0), of ns individuals; 
While stopping conditions (s) not true do 
      For each individual, xi(t) ϵ C(t) do 
     Evaluate the fitness f (xi(t)) ; 
    Create the trial vector, ui (t) by applying the mutation 
    Create an offspring, x i’(t), by applying the crossover op 
         If f (x’i (t)) is better than f(xi(t)) then 
           Add x’i(t) to C(t+1); 
        end 
        else 
          Add xi(t) to C(t+1); 
       end 
    end 
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end 
Return the individual with the best fitness as the solution; 
 
This optimization process is carried out with three basic operations:  
 Mutation  
 Cross over  
 Selection  
First, the mutation operation creates mutant vectors by perturbing each target vector with 
the weighted difference of the two other individuals selected randomly. Then, the cross 
over operation generates trail vectors by mixing the parameters of the mutant vectors 
with the target vectors, according to a selected probability distribution.  Finally, the 
selection operator forms the next generation population by selecting between the trial 
vector and the corresponding target vectors those that fit better the objective function 
[25]. In [17], optimization has been done for four parameters using genetic algorithm. 
 
3.3 Design of Z-Source Inverter 
 
This chapter presents detailed process for design of Z-source inverter. The schematics of 
the Z-source is given in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Z source inverter with switches series diodes [22] 
The electrical components that need to be selected or designed are the two inductors and 
two capacitors of Z-source network, one capacitor for input stage, and diode [36], [37], 
[40]. The shoot-through states and non-shoot-through states gives unique features to Z-
source inverter. Shoot-through states are those in which both the IGBTs in one leg or two 
legs or three legs are turned on simultaneously causing a short circuit resulting in a shoot 
up. These states are allowed only in Z-source for a specific time known as shoot-though 
time per cycle. All other states which are allowed in voltage source inverters or current 
source inverters in which only one IGBT in one leg is turned on at any time are non-
shoot-through states. These states are responsible for chopping of input dc voltage signal 
in positive and negative direction, thus giving rise to ac signal with many harmonics and 
these harmonics can be removed by using low pass filters. Using voltage and current 
equations for various electrical components in these two states, the Z-source components 
are designed. 
3.4  Inductor Design 
 
When the Z-source inverter is operating in normal states, no shoot through results and 
voltage is across capacitor is always equal to input dc voltage resulting in zero voltage 
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across inductor and pure dc current through it. Inductor is needed in Z-source to limit the 
current ripples that would result from boost process by using shoot through states. When 
the shoot through state is turned ON, the current in inductor linearly rises and voltage 
across it becomes equal to the voltage across capacitor. When non-shoot-through states 
are turned ON, current in the inductor decreases and thus voltage across it will be the 
difference between capacitor voltage and input dc voltage.  
The average current through the inductor is given by: 
     
 
   
                                                                                                               ………(3.9) 
Where Vin is the input dc voltage and P is the power delivered.  
The shoot-through duty ratio can be calculated from the voltage gain equation for Z-
source inverter derived in previous chapter:   
 
 
     
=  
  
   
                                                                                                ………..(3.10) 
The average voltage across Z-source capacitor is given by: 
    =
           
 
                                                                                                  
………...(3.11) 
A certain level of ripple current allowed is chosen, then the value of inductor can be 
calculated by using inductor current for impedance network. 
   =
   ∗  
       
                                                                                                      
………….(3.12) 
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So, any value above this inductance value will be enough to transmit the required power 
under required values of output voltage and current. 
3.5 Capacitor Design 
The required DC capacitors value can be obtained by using the capacitor ripple voltage 
formula: 
∆   =
    ∗  
 
                                                                                              ………….(3.13) 
Where ∆   is the voltage ripple across the capacitor,      is the average current through 
the capacitor,    is the shoot-through time and C is the capacitance of the Z-source 
capacitor. 
The average current is given by the formula: 
     =  
  
  
                                                                                                   ................(3.14) 
 
The shoot-through time is given by: 
    = 1 −
√ 
 
                                                                                          ................(3.15) 
From equation (3.13), capacitance can be calculated as below: 
   =
    ∗  
∆   
                                                                                                ………….(3.16) 
Any value of capacitance higher than this will be enough for the nominal conditions.  
3.6 Inverter IGBT Module 
SEMITEACH – IGBT inverter is used for prototype implementation of Z-source inverter 
as shown in Figure 3.3. This IGBT module can perform three different function; it has 
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inverter IGBT module for converting DC voltage to AC voltage, it has a rectifier bridge 
to convert AC voltage into DC voltage and it can be used as a buck converter to step 
down the input DC voltage. An isolated uncontrolled rectifier is also a part of this 
embedded system. A couple of 2200μF DC capacitor is provided in the DC link rail of 
the module for storing energy. The inverter module can work for maximum input DC 
voltage up to 600V and it can provide maximum output rms 400V with maximum current 
of 30 A. 
 
Figure 3.3 Real Time Inverter and Rectifier Module 
3.7  Low Pass Filter Design 
A three phase LC low pass filter is implemented and used in this work to obtain. The 
cutoff frequency is 60 Hz. The filter is a Y-connected LC filter. The cutoff frequency for 
an LC filter is given: 
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  =
 
  √  
                                                                                             …………..(3.17) 
Where L and C are the values of inductor per phase and ac capacitor per phase. The 
values of L and C are chose such that sinusoidal waveform of required frequency is 
obtained. If the switching frequency of IGBT’s is higher, the lower harmonics can be 
eliminated and even high cutoff frequency can give pure sinusoidal waveform due to 
absence of lowers harmonics. If the switching frequency is as high as 7 kHz, a cutoff 
frequency of 200 Hz will give us sinusoidal waveform of 60 Hz due to absence of lower 
harmonics. 
3.8 Implementation of Z-source Inverter and LC Filter 
The input voltage level has been chosen to be 170 V and 1000 watts of power was 
delivered. The output voltage level has been chosen to be 110 V rms for nominal 
conditions.. 
If the nominal delivered power is taken to be 1000 watt, then the inductor current is 
calculated using (3.9), 
        
1000
170
 
        6   
For safety, 10 A is selected. 
The minimum duty cycle ratio is chosen to be  0.5 for boost operation, so 
Do = 0.5 
The average voltage is given by (3.11): 
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    =
500 + 170
2
 
Vc = 300 V 
If frequency is 10 kHz then, 
 Ts = 1/f   =   0.0001 sec. 
Product of duty cycle ratio and time period is: 
  DTs = 0.0001 *  0.5 
  DTs = 50 u sec 
The ripple current allowed is taken to be 6 A, then the value of inductor can be calculated 
by using (3.4) for impedance network. 
I ripple = 6 A 
  =
50 ∗ 160
6
 
 L = 1300 uH = 1.3 mH 
So, any value above 1mH will be enough to transmit the required power under required 
values of output voltage and current. If Iave is 10 A, shoot-through time per cycle, To is 50 
u sec and the capacitor voltage ripple is limited to 3% at peak power, then the capacitance 
value is calculated using (3.17), 
     =
10 ∗ 50 ∗ 10  
400 ∗ 0.03
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  C = 50 micro Farad 
The voltage across capacitance is chosen to be 400 V. The second capacitor in upper leg 
of Z-source network experiences a voltage stress half than that of the DC link capacitor, 
so the upper leg capacitor voltage rating should higher than 200V in this case. The 
maximum rms current ratings of Inductor wire is chosen to be 12 A. The diode in Z-
Source network is chosen to be Power Diode IN1190 which can withstand maximum 
inverse voltage upto 650 volts. 
The capacitor values were selected to be 200 uF which gives the inductor values for LC 
filter to be 10 mH. The switching frequency of inverter is 10 kHz, so that there will be 
harmonics above 150 Hz. A wire of gauge 0.01 cm(diameter) was used for winding of the 
inductors of LC filter. 
3.9 Discussion 
 
In this chapter, a design procedure was explained to calculate and design various 
components of Z-source inverter and LC filter. The procedure was derived in a 
systematic way so that all the components were analyzed during various states. 
A prototype of Z-source inverter was built up in laboratory using the above calculated 
values of various components and this developed model was used to assess the 
performance of feedback controller with dc source and maximum power point tracking 
under normal and shadowing conditions with Chroma PV Simulator. 
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CHAPTER 4  
PWM CONTROLLERS FOR Z-SOURCE INVERTER 
Z-source inverters are used for both DC-DC conversion and DC-AC conversion with the 
help of Z network and inverter. The Maximum power point of the input photovoltaic 
source is controlled by the switching of Z-source inverter. Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM) techniques are employed to provide switching signals for the inverter. The 
switching signals to the inverter are in the form of pulses and the width of the pulse and 
their ON-OFF period determines the output of an inverter. Different algorithms and 
techniques are employed to provide certain switching pulses to IGBTs of the inverter for 
desired outputs. In this study, a comparison of a carrier signal with certain reference 
signals forms the basis for generation of pulses.  
 
4.1 Pulse Width Modulation Techniques 
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) techniques are used for proper switching of inverter 
IGBTS for a desired output. PWM techniques are based on comparison of reference 
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signals with a carrier signal. For Z-source inverter the PWM techniques are based on 
comparison of 5 signals with a carrier signal. 
For Z-source inverter, the 3 reference signals are generated using power controllers, 
current controllers and voltage controllers. Three basic methods for quasi Z-source 
inverter are simple Boost control [40], maximum boost control [41] and constant 
maximum boost control [42]. 
4.2 Simple Boost Method (SBC) 
In this method the upper and lower envelops (Vp and Vn) are straight lines with constant 
values equal to or greater than the top envelop of three reference modulating signals Va, 
Vb and Vc as shown in Figure 4.1. When the carrier signal is greater than both the upper 
envelop Vp and the envelop of three modulating reference signals, all the three legs are 
switched ON to trigger shoot-through state. Similarly, when the carrier signal is smaller 
than both the lower envelop Vn and the envelop of the modulating reference signals, 
shoot-through states are triggered. In between, the switches will be in traditional Pulse 
Width Modulation (SPWM) mode. These shoot through states are added with the SPWM 
states to generate pulses for the quasi z-source inverter IGBTs. Shoot through states result 
in various boost capabilities, different voltage gains and different stresses on the 
switches. 
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Figure 4.1 Simple Boost Control Method [55] 
 
The maximum duty cycle ratio for SBC is given by: 
     = 1 −                                                                                              ……….(4.1) 
The maximum shoot-through duty ratio for SBC is given by: 
     =  
 
    
                                                                                              ………(4.2) 
The maximum gain for SBC is given by: 
  
   
    = 2  − 1                                                                                        .………(4.3) 
 
4.3 Simulation Results for SBC 
Open loop PWM for SBC method is implemented for system specifications given in table 
4.1. 
                                                        
Table 4.1 System Specification for SBC 
                                       Open Loop System Specification 
               Input DC Voltage            100 V 
               Z-source Inductor            160 uH 
               Frequency             60 Hz 
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               Z-source Capacitor            1000 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Capacitor             400 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Inductor             10 mH 
               Carrier frequency             333Hz 
               Three Phase Load             100 ohm per phase 
               Output voltage             1000 V 
 
The open loop system consists of a DC voltage source connected to a Z-source network 
and inverter. The output of inverter passes through a low pass filter tuned at 60 Hz to feed 
a three phase output load as shown in Figure 4.2. 
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L1
L2
S1
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S3
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S5
S2
Open Loop PWM
SBC
6 gate pulses
 
Figure 4.2 System diagram with DC input 
 
The system was implemented in Simulink/Matlab environment. SBC carrier frequency 
was chosen to be 333Hz. The input voltage was 100V DC and the output ac voltage at the 
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output of LC filter was 1000V rms. The simulations results are shown in Figure 4.3-
Figure 4.8. 
 
Figure 4.3 Output Voltage for SBC 
 
Figure 4.3 shows that the output voltage peak value is 1300 V. After some initial 
transients, the voltage attains a steady-state value. As the DC link capacitor voltage 
reaches saturation, the output voltage also stabilizes with a frequency of 60 through a low 
pass LC filter tuned at 200 Hz. 
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Figure 4.4 Output current for SBC 
 
Figure 4.4 shows that the output current for SBC reaches a maximum value of 13A and 
stabilizes at 0.15 seconds. The output current is drawn by the load, as the load is 
increased, the output current increases. The output ac current has a frequency of 60 Hz. 
Fig 4.5 shows the inverter output voltage which changes between -1500V and 1500V. 
The switching of IGBTs is controlled by PWM. The input DC voltage is chopped by the 
switching of the IGBTs so that the output is ac with higher order harmonics which are 
filtered by 60Hz low pass filter. 
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Figure 4.5 Inverter Voltage for SBC 4.6 
 
The inverter current is shown in Figure 4.6 which is ac in nature as a result of PWM. It 
has many higher order harmonics which will be filtered by low pass 60Hz LC filter. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Inverter current for SBC  
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Carrier signal and modulating signals are shown in Figure 4.7. The carrier signal is 
triangular in nature with peak value of 1 V. Modulating signals are three ac signals and 
two shoot-through envelops. The two envelops are constant with values of 0.8 and -0.8 in 
this case. When the carrier signal is greater than upper envelop, all the switches are 
turned on to trigger shoot-through states. Similarly, when the carrier signal is less than 
the lower envelop, the shoot-through states are again triggered. The three modulating 
signals are for normal PWM action. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 SBC Reference signals generated 
 
 
The Z-source capacitor voltage is shown in Figure 4.8 which reaches a constant value of 
1700V after initial transients. As the dc link voltage changes in Z-source inverter case, so 
the capacitor of Z-source network is chosen for dc reference.  
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Figure 4.8 Z-source capacitor DC link voltage 
 
4.4  Maximum Boost Method and Maximum Constant Boost 
Method 
In this maximum boost control (MBC) method, the shoot-through reference is equal to 
the upper or lower envelops and it utilizes all the zero states as shoot-through states as 
shown in Figure 4.9. The shoot-through ratio of maximum boost control technique 
changes at a frequency equal to six times the nominal frequency of the system resulting 
in low frequency harmonics in the capacitor voltage and inductor current outputs of z-
source. This implies higher values of components, so the MBC method is suitable for 
high frequency output or fixed frequency output. 
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Figure 4.9 Maximum Boost Control Method [55] 
 
The maximum duty cycle ratio for MBC is given by: 
     = 1 −
 √  
  
                                                                                            ……..(4.4) 
The maximum shoot-through duty ratio for MBC is given by: 
     =  
  
 √    
                                                                                              .…….(4.5) 
The maximum gain for MCBC is given by: 
  
   
=  
 √  
 
− 1                                                                                                .…….(4.6) 
In maximum constant boost control (MCBC) method, the shoot-through reference is 
obtained by slightly changing the shoot-through reference of MBC so that shoot-through 
duty ratio remains same for every cycle as shown in Figure 4.10. In this method the gain 
is higher than that of SBC and the low frequency harmonics resulting from MBC method 
are reduced. 
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Figure 4.10 Maximum Constant Boost Control Method [55] 
 
The maximum duty cycle ratio for MCBC is given by: 
     = 1 − 
√  
 
                                                                                         ………(4.7) 
The maximum shoot-through duty ratio for MCBC is given by: 
     =  
 
√    
                                                                                             ……….(4.8) 
The maximum gain for MCBC is given by: 
  
   
=  √3  − 1                                                                                            ………..(4.9) 
 
 
4.5 Simulation Results for MBC 
MBC was implemented in Simulink/Matlab environment for the DC source connected Z-
source inverter with system specifications as shown in table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2 System for MBC 
                                       Open Loop System Specification 
               Input DC Voltage            100 V 
               Z-source Inductor            160 uH 
               Frequency             60 Hz 
               Z-source Capacitor            1000 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Capacitor             400 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Inductor             10 mH 
               Carrier frequency             333Hz 
               Three Phase Load             100 ohm per phase 
               Output voltage             1000 V 
 
 
The open loop system consists of a DC voltage source connected to a Z-source network 
and inverter. The output of inverter passes through a low pass filter tuned at 60 Hz to feed 
a three phase output load as shown in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.11 DC source connected Z-source system with MBC 
 
The carrier frequency was 333Hz and the output voltage obtained in this case was 1400 V 
rms with some lower harmonics. The results of the simulation for maximum boost control 
are shown in Figure 4.11 - Figure 4.16. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Output voltage for MBC 
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The output voltage for MBC is shown in Figure 4.12. The output voltage in this case has 
more harmonics in output voltage as compared to SBC. The peak voltage is 1700 V. 
Output current is shown in figure 4.13. The peak value of output current is 17A. The 
output current has also some higher order harmonics in this case. 
 
Figure 4.13 Output current for MBC 
 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the inverter output voltage as a result of MBC. The peak value is 
2000V and it has more harmonics as compared to SBC. As the modulating signals used in 
this case have higher frequency components, so it results in increased number of 
harmonics in output signals. Also, the inverter voltage value is higher in this case as 
compared to SBC case. 
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Figure 4.14 Inverter voltage 
 
The inverter current has peak value of 200A as shown in Figure 4.15. The inverter 
current is ac in nature but not pure sinusoidal. An LC filter of 60Hz is used to make it 
pure sinusoidal. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Inverter current 
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The Z-source capacitor dc voltage in this case is 1500V as shown in Figure 4.16 and as 
the dc voltage reaches steady state, the output signals also reaches steady state values. 
 
Figure 4.16 Vc1 
 
The carrier signal and five modulating signals for MBC are shown in Figure 4.17. The 
three ac modulating signals have higher order harmonics in this case which boost up the 
system output quantities but results in presence of higher order harmonics. The envelopes 
are constant at 0.8 and -0.8 to trigger shoot-through states. 
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Figure 4.17 Reference signals generated for MBC 
4.6 Simulation Results for MCBC 
Maximum Constant Boost Control (MCBC) method was implemented in 
Simulink/Matlab environment for the DC source connected Z-source inverter with system 
specifications as shown in TABLE 4.3.  
                                                      
Table 4.3 System Specification for MCBC 
                                       Open Loop System Specification 
               Input DC Voltage            100 V 
               Z-source Inductor            160 uH 
               Frequency             60 Hz 
               Z-source Capacitor            1000 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Capacitor             400 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Inductor             10 mH 
               Carrier frequency             333Hz 
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               Three Phase Load             100 ohm per phase 
               Output voltage             1000 V 
 
 
The open loop system consists of a DC voltage source connected to a Z-Source network 
and inverter. The output of inverter passes through a low pass filter tuned at 60 Hz to feed 
a three phase output load as shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18  DC source connected Z-source system 
 
In MCBC method, the output voltage obtained was 2000 V rms which was high as 
compared to previous two methods with low harmonic components. Thus making it a 
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reliable and effective PWM technique as compared to previous two. The Simulation 
results are shown in Figure 4.19-Figure 4.24. 
 
Figure 4.19 Output voltage for MCBC method 
 
The output voltage for MCBC is shown in Figure 4.19 which reaches a maximum value 
of 2100V. The output current is shown in Figure 4.20. The harmonics content increase 
but the boost factor increases. Harmonics increases as the modulating signal and envelops 
have higher order harmonics.  
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Figure 4.20 Output current for MCBC method 
 
The inverter output voltage attains a peak value of 2000V as the input Dc voltage 
pulsates between 0 and 2000V. The chopping of input dc voltage results in output ac 
signal with higher order harmonics. The carrier frequency and frequency of modulating 
signal determines the number of higher order harmonics. 
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Figure 4.21 Inverter voltage 
 
The inverter current has reached a higher value than previous two methods as shown in 
Figure 4.22. The harmonic content also increases, so an LC filter with sharp cut-off 
frequency is needed in this case. 
 
Figure 4.22 Inverter current 
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The Z-source capacitor voltage is lower in this case and reaches a maximum voltage of 
1450V as shown in Figure 4.23. It has some ripples as compared to previous two methods 
resulting in increased number of harmonics in output quantities. 
 
Figure 4.23 DC link voltage 
 
The carrier signal and modulating signals for MCBC are in Figure 4.24. The envelopes in 
this case are also alternating signals with dc offsets of 0.6 and -0.6. This method results in 
boosting the output voltage and current. The results in this case are improved as 
compared to previous two cases in terms of harmonic contents and gain compromise. 
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Figure 4.24 Reference signals generated for MCBC 
 
4.7 Discussions 
Different PWM control methods like Simple boost control, Maximum boost control and 
constant maximum boost control techniques have been employed and their performance 
have been evaluated for Z-source converters which paves the way for future formulation 
and research of more efficient space-vector PWM techniques for complex power 
conversion systems. The performance of Maximum constant boost controller was higher 
than other two PWM techniques. These PWM techniques use 5 control signals and a 
carrier signal to generate switching signals for IGBTs. Out of these 5 signals, three of 
these signals were generated by feedback controller and two signals by MPPT tracking 
algorithm. The shoot-through duty ratio was used in these controllers to control the shoot-
through of dc-link voltage. 
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These PWM techniques will help researchers to propose and formulate new PWM 
techniques and these 3 techniques can be used with different feedback controllers to 
enhance the performance of power conversion system, thus adjusting the output voltage, 
reducing harmonic contents, providing more robust, effective and desired results in multi-
level inner connected systems with CMI and ESB. 
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CHAPTER 5  
FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR GRID-CONNECTED PV 
SYSTEM WITH QUASI-Z-SOURCE INVERTER 
In the grid-connected mode, the feedback controller control the power flow from the PV 
system to the grid. Voltage and current controllers are also needed to control the voltage 
output and current output of the system. The feedback controllers samples the three phase 
output voltage, output currents, dc link voltage, PV current and PV voltage. Feedback 
controllers compare the reference powers with the sampled quantities to generate 
reference signals for PWM control methods. The feedback controller also generate the 
shoot-through references from the duty cycle calculation from maximum power point 
tracking algorithm. These reference modulating signals and shoot-through reference 
signals are used to generate required pulses for the IGBTs. 
5.1 dq-Controller 
A controller has been designed for stand-alone PV system to check the performance of 
the controller. PI controllers are then extended to grid-connected PV system. dq-
controllers are implemented to convert from rotating frame to stationary reference frame 
of direct and quadrature axis along with phase angle which makes the control simple for 
the system given in Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 Z-source connected PV System  
  
 
 
The output voltage to the load is sampled and passed through Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) 
which gives the phase angle that is used to keep track of the reference. The shoot-through 
reference is calculated using the required duty-cycle value obtained MPPT block. The 
shoot-through reference is calculated using the formulae for simple boost control, 
maximum boost control or constant maximum boost control as shown in Figure 5.2. The 
direct and quadrature component of voltage and current are used to calculate reference 
current signals and required reference signals for modulation for PWM as shown in 
Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2 Shoot through Reference Generator 
 
The detail diagram of dq-controller is shown in Figure 5.3. The output current and output 
voltages are sampled and then normalized. The phase angle is determined by PLL and 
dq-conversion is done to take the control to stationary reference frame. The maximum 
power calculation with zero reactive power is done by reference current generator block 
and finally based on dc reference tracking and maximum power calculation, modulating 
signals are generated for PWM. The shoot-through reference is determined by MPPT 
block and then through-through reference generator block as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.3 dq-based PI Feedback Controller 
  
5.2 Simulation Results for PI-based dq-controller 
The system specifications are given in Table 5.1. The dq-controller was implemented as a 
test case and simulation was run to obtain the required output voltage, current and power 
values as shown in Figure 5.4 – Figure 5.9. The results show that performance of dq-
controller is reliable and fast in terms of fast tracking, efficiency and robustness. The 
voltage value reaches 110 volts rms phase to ground and almost 1000 watts are delivered 
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to the load. The settling time for Z-source capacitor voltage is fairly good but not ultra-
high. 
Table 5.1 Closed Loop System Specification 
                                       Closed Loop System Specification 
               PV Maximum Voltage            170 V 
               PV Maximum Current             6.05 A 
               PV Maximum Power            1000 watt 
               Z-source Inductor            160 uH 
               Frequency             60 Hz 
               Z-source Capacitor            1000 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Capacitor             200 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Inductor             12 mH 
               Carrier frequency             333Hz 
               Three Phase Load             100 ohm per phase 
               Output voltage             110 V 
 
The PI controller values were KI= 800, KP = 1800. With these values, the controller was 
able to track the reference dc voltage efficiently.  The output current and voltage are 
shown in Figure 5.4. The output frequency is 60Hz. Initially there are some transients but 
after some time, as the dc capacitor voltage reaches its reference value, the output voltage 
and current attain steady-state value. The frequency of 60Hz is tracked by PLL and the 
modulating signals also have the same frequency. The output current is dictated by load 
and maximum power point tracking. The output signals have some harmonic contents. As 
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the cut-off frequency becomes sharper, the harmonic content decreases. Also, increase of 
carrier frequency increases frequency contents. Initially, when the dc voltage rose to its 
reference value the output voltage has harmonics, but when it reached its reference value, 
the output voltage and current attained steady state values. 
 
Figure 5.4 Output Voltage for DQ Controller 
 
Figure 5.5 Output Current for DQ Controller 
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The maximum current value is 6.05A which is attained efficiently by MPPT as shown in 
Figure 5.6. Initially, the current value of PV is at open circuit condition but after some 
time the PV current reaches its maximum value which shows the effective tracking of 
MPPT and control of feedback control. 
 
 
Figure 5.6 PV current for DQ Controller 
PV maximum voltage is 170V in this case and is tracked reliably by MPPT as shown in 
Figure 5.9. Initially, the PV module is in open circuit case but after some time the 
feedback controller and MPPT successfully tracks the maximum power point with high 
speed and then stabilizes it. 
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Figure 5.7 Vc1 for DQ Controller 
 
 
The dc capacitor tracking is shown in Figure 5.7. The dc capacitor charges and the dc 
reference PI controller has Kp = 800 and KI = 1800. Before reaching steady state 
reference value, the output voltages and currents have transients also but once it reaches 
the reference constant value, all other quantities also attains steady state value. 
 
Figure 5.8 Output Power for DQ Controller 
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The output maximum real power tracking is also shown in Figure 5.8. The output power 
increases until it reaches the maximum power of 1000 watts and then attains a steady 
state value which shows the effective control of dq-controller.  The efficiency and 
effectiveness of dq-controller is evident from these results and the maximum voltage, 
current and power tracking for stand-alone PV power conversion system with Z-source 
inverter. 
 
Figure 5.9 PV Voltage for DQ Controller 
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5.3 Alpha-Beta Controllers 
Alpha-beta controllers based on alpha-beta conversions without phase angle 
consideration by PLL, thus allowing simplifying the feedback control using stationary 
reference frame domain. Alpha-beta based PI controllers are implemented for the system 
shown in Figure 5.10.  
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Figure 5.10 System diagram for PI controller 
  
  
The voltages and currents are sampled from the grid side and converted to alpha-beta 
domain using transformations and reference Iα and Iβ are calculated using equation 5.1. 
Three PI Controllers are used to calculate reference real power P*, reference Vα* and 
vβ*. The gains for first PI controller that tracks the DC voltage reference for Z-source 
capacitor C1 comes out to be Kp = 800 and KI = 1800. The gains for second and third PI 
controllers were same and come out to be Kp = 50 and KI = 10 for both. The block 
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diagram of Alpha-beta based PI controllers is shown in Figure 5.11. The three reference 
modulating signals and two shoot-through references are calculated and these five signals 
are compared with triangular carrier signal to generate required pulses for the IGBTs. 
If recative power reference Q is zero, reference Iα and Iβ are given by: 
   =  
  ∗ 
  
    
 ………………(5.1) 
   =  
  ∗ 
  
    
 ……………….(5.2) 
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Figure 5.11 Alpha-Beta Feedback Controller 
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5.4 Simulation Results for PI-based Alpha-beta controller 
The System Specifications are given in Table 5.2.  
 
 
Table 5.2 System Specification for Alpha-beta controller 
                                       Closed Loop System Specification 
               PV MaximumVoltage            170 V 
               PV Maximum Current             6.05 A 
               PV Maximum Power            1000 watt 
               Z-source Inductor            160 uH 
               Frequency             60 Hz 
               Z-source Capacitor            1000 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Capacitor             200 uF 
               Low Pass Filter Inductor             12 mH 
               Carrier frequency             333Hz 
               Three Phase Load             100 ohm per phase 
               Grid Voltage             190 V 
 
5.4.1 Case I : Constant Irradiance 
The simulations results shows the values of output current and voltages, inverter current 
and voltages, Vpv and Ipv tracking, Vc1 tracking, output power and reference signals 
generated by controller for fixed irradiance of 1000 w/m2 are shown in Figure 5.12 – 
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Figure 5.20. The output voltage is synchronized with the grid voltage and maximum 
power point is efficiently tracked. 
 
Figure 5.12 Irradiation for PV Module 
 
 
The irradiation and temperature are constant for PV module. The temperature has 
been constant at 25oC and irradiation was constant at 1000 w/m2. With these constant 
condition, the output voltage for grid-connected PV system is shown in Figure 5.13. 
The output voltage has initially some transients but as the input dc capacitor voltage 
reaches reference value of 400V, the output voltage stabilizes with a frequency of 
60Hz and synchronized with the grid. 
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Figure 5.13  Output Voltage for Alpha-Beta Controller 
 
The output current reaches a peak value of 5A as drawn by the load and determined by 
maximum power point tracking controller. The output current is obtained through LC 
filter with cutoff frequency of 60 hz. As the sharpness of the cutoff frequency increases, 
harmonics in output current decreases. 
 
Figure 5.14 Output Current for Alpha-Beta Controller 
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The inverter voltage and current are shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. The output 
voltage of inverter is ac signal with peak value of 450V and the chopping of input dc 
voltage is done at frequency determined by carrier frequency. The output current of 
inverter is ac with harmonics which is filtered by LC low pass filter. 
 
Figure 5.15 Inverter Current for Alpha-beta Controller 
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Figure 5.16 Inverter Voltage for Alpha-beta 
 
The maximum power and maximum current tracking for grid-connected feedback system 
is shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18. The output power is successfully tracked and 
becomes constant after reaching 1000 watts and PV current reaches the maximum value 
of 6.05 at 0.3 seconds and becomes constant. This shows that the MPPT and feedback 
controller is providing an effective control. 
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Figure 5.17 Output Power for Alpha-Beta Controller 
 
 
 
Figure 5.18 PV Current for Alpha-beta Controller 
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The maximum PV voltage tracking is shown in Figure 5.19. It reaches its maximum 
value of 170V and becomes constant at 0.3 seconds which shows the fast and efficient 
tracking of controller. 
 
Figure 5.19 PV Voltage for Alpha-beta Controller 
 
The dc voltage tracking is shown in Figure 5.20 and it attaints its maximum value after 
some time. The dc reference tracking depends upon the proportional and integral gains of 
dc reference PI controller. As the dc voltage reaches reference value and stabilizes, all the 
output quantities also stabilizes and reaches their steady state values. The output of dc 
voltage reference tracking controller provides the signal for maximum real power 
tracking and deliverance to the load. 
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Figure 5.20  Z-source Capacitor for Alpha-beta Controller 
 
5.4.2 Case II: Changing Irradiations 
In case II, the irradiance value for PV module was initially constant at 1000 w/m2 but at 
time = 0.7 sec, the irradiance decreased to 700 w/ m2 and remained there till time =1.51 
sec. At time = 1.51 sec, the irradiance ramped up to 1000 w/m2 as shown in Figure 5.21. 
The reference voltage tracking and maximum power point tracking along with output 
voltage, current and power are shown in Figure 5.22 – Figure 5.27.  
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Figure 5.21  Changing Irradiation for PV Module 
 
 
The maximum PV voltage tracking during changing condition is shown in Figure 5.22. 
Initially the PV voltage reaches a maximum value of 170 V at irradiation equal to 1000 
w/m2. After 0.7 seconds, the irradiation decreases to 700 w/m2 and PV voltage is tracked 
to new maximum 163V. After 1.5 seconds, the irradiation increases back to 1000 w/m2 
and PV voltage reaches 170 V. So the maximum voltage is tracked effectively and 
successfully. 
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Figure 5.22 PV Voltage for Alpha-Beta Controller under changing conditions 
 
The PV current tracking is shown in Figure 5.23. Initially, the PV module is in open 
circuit condition with current equal to 6.7A and after some time, the PV current is tracked 
to maximum power point value of 6.05A. With the decrease in irradiations, the PV 
current decreases and new PV current corresponding to maximum power point is 
achieved which is 4.25A. With irradiation coming back to 1000 w/m2, current is tracked 
to 6.05A. 
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Figure 5.23 PV Current for Alpha-Beta Controller under changing conditions 
 
The Z-source capacitor dc voltage tracking done by dc referencing PI controller is shown 
in Figure 5.24. As the irradiation changes, controller tries to keep the voltage near to 
reference value and as the irradiation increases and reaches 1000 w/m2, the dc voltage is 
brought close to reference value. 
 
Figure 5.24 Z-source capacitor for Alpha-Beta Controller under changing conditions 
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The tracking of maximum power and its deliverance to load has been shown in figure 
5.25. Initially the maximum power of 1000 watt is delivered, then 700 watts and power 
reaches back to 1000 watts. 
 
Figure 5.25 Output power for Alpha-Beta Controller under changing conditions 
 
Three phase output voltages and currents are shown in Figure 5.26 and figure 5.27. 
Voltages and currents have steady-state values during constant irradiation and 
temperature. During the change of irradiation, there are some transients in the output 
current and it is damped quickly by current controllers. 
 
Figure 5.26 Output Voltage for Alpha-Beta Controller under changing conditions 
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Figure 5.27 Output Current for Alpha-Beta Controller under changing conditions 
 
5.5  ANFIS Feedback Controllers 
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems are used to train systems according to input-
output data. The ANFIS system uses either Takagi-Sugeno models or Mamdani 
models to build up trained system. Takagi-Sugeno system allows membership 
functions for output as well while Mamdani models allow only linear outputs. In 
ANFIS models, inputs are assigned membership functions and the inputs will attain 
values from these membership functions and Takagi-Sugeno models are used to 
fuzzify the inputs and then defuzzifications are done using one of the four available 
methods to obtain outputs. For training of ANFIS, there are two methods; assign the 
rules manually or using training data to train ANFIS which assign the rules itself. 
For the first controller to track the dc reference, rules are developed according to 
table 5.3 where different states are assigned to the two inputs. The two inputs for the 
first ANFIS controller are error or difference between reference value of Vc1 and its 
measured value and the change in error. Five states are assigned to each input namely 
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negative small (NS), Negative large (NL), positive small(PS), positive large(PL) and 
zero(Z).  
 
 
Table 5.3 Rules for PI Controller 1 
 NL NS Z PS PL 
NL NL NL NS Z PS 
NS NL NS NS NL PS 
Z NS NS Z PS PS 
PS Z NL PS PS PL 
PL PS PS PS PL PL 
 
The rule base for ANFIS Controller1 that tracks the dc reference is shown is 
Figure 5.28 and rule surface is shown in Figure 5.29. 
 
 
Figure 5.28 Rule Surface for ANFIS DC Reference Controller  
Error 
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For current Controller 1 and 2, training was done using cyclic and linear data. For 
training ANFIS, 7 gussian membership functions were assigned to each input training of 
controller 1 and 7 membership functions were assigned to each input of controller 2 and 
training was done using back propagation algorithm. After training ANFIS controllers 
were obtained. Different parameters for controller 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 5.30 – 
Figure 5.35. 
 
Figure 5.29 Structure for ANFIS Current Controller 1 
 
The membership functions corresponding to rules for current ANFIS controller after 
training are shown in Figure 5.30 and Figure 5.31. Gaussian membership function attain 
different mean values, stand deviations and shifts as a result of training. The output 
achieves linear function value as a result of training.  
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Figure 5.30 Rules for ANFIS Current Controller 1 
 
Figure 5.31 Rule Surface for ANFIS Current Controller 1 
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Figure 5.32 shows the structure of ANFIS current controller 2. The two inputs are 
assigned 6 Gaussian membership functions and they are trained using six rules. The 
output is defuzzified using weighting method by training to get the output values. 
 
Figure 5.32 Structure for ANFIS Current Controller 2 
 
Figure 5.33 Rule Surface for ANFIS Current Controller 2 
The grid connected PV system for which the ANFIS controller is designed is shown in 
Figure 5.34. 
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Figure 5.34 Grid Connected PV system 
  
 
The complete control diagram based on ANFIS controllers is shown in Figure 5.36. The 
dc reference is tracked by dc reference ANFIS designed through rules in table 5.3. The 
different values of error and change in error determines the output of the ANFIS 
controller. The two reference current controllers to track maximum power from PV to 
grid are obtained through training. These ANFIS controller take reference current for 
maximum real power and measured output currents in alpha beta domain and calculates 
the required signals for PWM to achieve maximum power deliverance to grid and control 
output quantities. 
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Figure 5.35 ANFIS Based feedback Controller 
 
5.6  Simulation Results for ANFIS-based controller 
5.6.1 Case I: Constant Irradiation 
In case I, irradiation for PV module is constant at 1000 w/m2. The ANFIS controllers are 
fast in tracking the dc reference and maximum power point to deliver maximum power to 
the load as shown in Figure 5.37 - Figure 5.43 .  
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Figure 5.36 Irradiation for PV Module 
 
 
The maximum current tracking corresponding to maximum power point under constant 
irradiation and temperature conditions of STC by ANFIS based controller is shown in 
Figure 5.37. The tracking of current is smoother and it reaches the maximum current 
value at 0.1 sec and becomes constant at 6.05 A. 
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Figure 5.37 PV Voltage for ANFIS Feedback Controller 
 
PV maximum voltage tracking under constant conditions by ANFIS based controller is 
shown in Figure 5.38. The maximum value of voltage corresponding to maximum power 
point is achieved at 0.1 seconds and becomes constant at 170 V. 
 
Figure 5.38 PV Current for ANFIS Feedback Controller 
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Z-source capacitor dc voltages reaches the reference of 400V at 0.2 seconds and becomes 
constant as shown in Figure 5.39. It shows the accuracy and fast tracking of dc reference 
ANFIS controller. 
 
Figure 5.39 Z-source Capacitor Voltage for ANFIS Feedback Controller 
 
Maximum power of 1000 watts is extracted from PV and delivered to grid efficiently as 
shown in Figure 5.40. The output current and voltages are sampled and used in 
calculation by current ANFIS controller to extract maximum power. 
 
Figure 5.40 Output Power for ANFIS Feedback Controller 
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Three phase output voltages and currents for ANFIS based controller have been shown in 
figure 5.41 and Figure 5.42. After some initial transients, the output current and voltage 
reach their steady state values. These current and voltages are synchronized with grid and 
required voltage and current for load is provided. The initial disturbance is due to the fact 
that the dc link capacitor voltage has not reached the reference value, so that output of the 
inverter is not yet equal to the magnitude of the grid voltage. After sometime, the 
capacitor voltage reaches reference value and the output of the inverter reaches a value 
which enables the LC filter to give 60 Hz sinusoidal wave synchronized with grid. 
 
 
Figure 5.41 Output Voltage for ANFIS Feedback Controller 
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Figure 5.42 Output Current for ANFIS Feedback Controller 
 
 
5.6.2 Case II: Changing Irradiation 
In this case, the irradiance is changing as it ramps down to 700 w/m2 at time = 0.7 sec 
and ramps up to 1000 w/m2 at 1.51 sec. The performance of ANFIS controller for this 
changing condition is shown in Figure 5.44 – Figure 5.50.  
 
Figure 5.43 Changing Irradiations for PV Module 
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The output currents and voltages under changing conditions are shown in Figure 5.44 and 
Figure 5.45. These output signals are perfectly sinusoidal at 60Hz and they have slight 
harmonic contents during the change in irradiation but due to control action of 
controllers, they are stabilized. 
 
Figure 5.44 Output Current for ANFIS Feedback Controller under Changing conditions 
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Figure 5.45 Output Voltage for ANFIS Feedback Controller under changing conditions 
 
Output power tracking during changing conditions is shown in Figure 5.46. The output 
power initially reaches the maximum value of 100 under STC conditions. During the 
decrease in irradiation, the output power is quickly tracked to new maximum value of 
700 watts. As the irradiation increases back to 1000 w/m2, the output power is effectively 
tacked to 1000 watts. 
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Figure 5.46 Output Power for ANFIS Feedback Controller under changing conditions 
 
DC voltage tracking is shown in Figure 5.47. The voltage is tracked to reference value of 
400 V quickly initial constant environmental conditions. As the condition changes, their 
is slight change in capacitor voltage value but it is quickly restored back to 400 V and 
during changing conditions, it is kept near to reference value of 400V thus keeping the 
output quantities of currents and voltages at their steady-state values. 
 
Figure 5.47 Vc1 for ANFIS Feedback Controller under changing conditions 
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PV voltage and current tracking are shown in Figure 5.48 and Figure 5.49. The current 
attains the maximum value of 6.05 at 1000 w/m2 and 4.25A at 700 w/m2. PV volatge 
attains maximum value of 170 V volts at 1000 w/m2 and 163 V at 700 w/m2. The tracking 
is fast and smooth. 
 
Figure 5.48 Ipv for ANFIS Feedback Controller under changing conditions 
 
Figure 5.49 Vpv for ANFIS Feedback Controller under changing conditions 
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5.7  Comparison Between Literature and New PI Controller: 
The developed PI controller has been compared with literature work. In [115], a PI based 
feedback power controller has been developed and simulations have been done in PSIM 
software. The performance of developed PI controller has been evaluated for tracking the 
MPPT and dc reference. 
The PV open circuit voltage in [115] is 425 V, short-circuit current is 7.9 ampere. The 
maximum power point voltage and current are 355V and 7.3 A respectively at 1000 w/m2 
and 25o C. The irradiation is changed to 1300 w/m2 at 0.4 seconds. At 0.7 seconds, 
irradiation is returned to 1000 w/m2.  
 
 
Figure 5.50 Vpv Comparison 
The maximum power point voltage is tracked quickly by the proposed PI controller as 
compared to the controller in literature as shown in Figure 5.50. The maximum voltage is 
355 V under normal conditions and it increases to 365V as the irradiation increases and 
returns back to this value at 0.7 seconds. The maximum power point current is tracked 
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smoothly and quickly by the proposed PI controller as shown in Figure 5.51. The 
maximum current value is 7.3 A and increases to 9.5 A as the irradiation increases to 
1300 w/m2 as reduces to 7.3 A as the irradiation decreases to 1000 w/m2 at 0.7 seconds. 
 
Figure 5.51 Ipv Comparison 
 
Figure 5.52 shows the comparison for dc reference tracking by the two controllers. 
Proposed PI controller accurately and smoothly tracks the dc reference of 400 V. As the 
irradiation increases, the dc reference is regulated to 400V under the changing conditions. 
The proposed controller is more robust as compared to the controller in literature under 
changing conditions. The output power comparison for two controllers is shown in Figure 
5.53. The maximum power is 2500 watts under standard conditions and increases to 3200 
watts under increased irradiation situation. The proposed controller shows fast and robust 
tracking of maximum power under changing conditions as compared to the controller in 
literature. 
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Figure 5.52 Vc Comparison 
 
 
Figure 5.53 Output power Comparison 
 
So, the overall performance of the proposed controller is better than the controller in 
literature in terms of fast tracking, accuracy and robustness. Under changing 
environmental conditions, the proposed controller shows efficient and reliable response. 
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5.8  Comparison Between ANFIS and PI Controllers:  
5.8.1 Case I: Comparison for Constant Irradiations: 
 
For constant irradiance and temperature case, the ANFIS Controller is fast and accurate 
in tracking the dc reference. Also, ANFIS controllers are fast in tracking the maximum 
power point with accuracy. The comparison of the two types of controllers  is shown in 
Figure 5.51- Figure 5.54 
 
Figure 5.54 Comparison of Vpv for ANFIS and PI-based Alpha-beta controllers 
Comparison between the two controllers for PV voltage tracking under constant 
conditions is shown in Figure 5.50. The voltage value corresponding to maximum power 
point is 170 volts. In case of alpha-beta controllers, it is reached in 0.3 seconds while in 
case of ANFIS controller, it is reached in 0.1 seconds with less ripples in a reliable way. 
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Figure 5.55 Comparison of Ipv for ANFIS and PI-based Alpha-beta controllers 
 
The PV current tracking comparison by the two types of controllers under constant 
ambient conditions is shown in Figure 5.51. In case of alpha-beta controller, the current 
value of 6.05A is reached at 0.3 seconds while in case of ANFIS based controller, the 
current value is attained in 0.1 seconds. This shows the speed and robustness of the 
ANFIS based controller. 
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Figure 5.56 Comparison of Vc1 for ANFIS and PI-based Alpha-beta controllers 
 
The PV power tracking comparison by the two types of controllers under constant 
ambient conditions is shown in Figure 5.51. In case of alpha-beta controller, the power 
value of 1000 watts is reached at 1.2 seconds while in case of ANFIS based controller, 
the power value is attained in 0.22 seconds. This shows the speed and robustness of the 
ANFIS based controller. 
 
 
Figure 5.57 Comparison of Output Power  for ANFIS and PI-based Alpha-beta controllers 
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5.8.2 Case II: Comparison for Changing Conditions 
For changing conditions, the comparison of ANFIS-based controllers with PI controllers 
is shown in Figure 5.55 – Figure 5.58. The ANFIS-based controllers are reliable and 
robust as compared to conventional PI controllers and provides a fast and effective 
control under various changing conditions. The feasibility and superiority of ANFIS-
based controllers is evident form the comparison results. 
 
Figure 5.58 Comparison of Vpv under changing Conditions 
 
Figure 5.54 shows the comparison of PV voltage tracking under changing conditions. 
When the irradiation is 100 watts initially, alpha beta controller tracks the PV voltage 
value corresponding to maximum power point in 0.3 seconds while ANFIS based 
controller tracks it in 0.1 seconds. During the decrease in irradiation to 700 w/m2, the 
ANFIS based controller tracks new PV voltage corresponding to new maximum power 
point very fast which is 163 V. during changing conditions ANFIS based controller 
shows more robustness and reliability as compared to alpha beta controllers. 
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Figure 5.59 Comparison of Ipv under changing conditions 
 
PV current tracking corresponding to changing irraditions is hown in Figure 5.55. the PI 
controllers track the maximum current in 0.3 seconds and ANFIS based controller tracks 
it in 0.1 seconds. During decrease of irradiations, ANFIS based controller tracks new 
maximum point very swiftly as compared to PI controllers which shows the superiority of 
ANFIS controller in changing ambient conditions. 
 
Figure 5.60 Comparison of Vc1 under changing conditions 
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During changing conditions, the Z-source capacitor voltage is tracked to its reference 
value and is stabilized at its reference value by the two controllers. But ANFIS controller 
is more robust and accurate in tracking and stabilizing the dc voltage to its reference. 
 
 
Figure 5.61 Comparison of Pout under changing conditions 
 
Output Power tracked during changing condition by the two types of controllers is shown 
in Figure 5.57. ANFIS controller tracks the power quickly to 1000 watts when irradiation 
was 1000 w/m2. When irradiation decreased to 700 w/m2, the output power is swiftly 
tracked to its maximum value of 700 watts. At 2 seconds, the irradiation value reaches 
1000 w/m2 and the output power is successfully taken to the level of 1000 watts and 
efficiently delivered to the load. The alpha-beta controllers on other hand have slow 
tracking and less accuracy as compared to the ANFIS based controller. 
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5.9  Comparison Between RSCAD and Simulink Results 
The results from RSCAD/dSPACE real time simulation were compared with the results 
from Matlab/Simulink environment. Figure 5.62 shows the comparison for Ipv for the two 
setups. The maximum value of current is 6.1 A. The maximum current value is tracked 
quickly and reliably by the controller in dSPACE1103. The ANFIS controller in 
Matlab/Simulink environment also tracks the maximum value of current and attains 
steady-state values. The real time results are in accordance with Simulink results. 
 
Figure 5.62 Ipv Comparison Between RSCAD and Simulink results 
 
Figure 5.63 shows the comparison for Vpv for the two setups. The maximum value of the 
PV voltage is 174 V. The maximum value of voltage is tracked by the controller in 
dSPACE1103 efficiently and quickly. The controller in Simulink tracks the maximum PV 
voltage of 174 V accurately. The real time results matches the Simulink results. 
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Figure 5.63 Vpv Comparison Between RSCAD and Simulink Results 
 
The maximum power value is 1000 watts. The controller in dSPACE1103 tracks the 
maximum power reliably corresponding to maximum power point. The maximum power 
value tracked by the controller in Simulink is slightly lower than that of real time result 
but it is still in accordance with the real time results as shown in Figure 5.64.  
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Figure 5.64 Output Power Comparison 
 
The real results are very useful in validating the working of controller in real time 
conditions. The comparison of the two setups shows the effectiveness, reliability and 
robustness of the ANFIS controller developed in this research work. 
5.10 Discussions 
Different feedback Controllers have been implemented for Z-source connected to PV 
systems in this chapter and their performance under different conditions have been 
implemented. Finally the performance, speed, reliability and robustness of alpha-beta 
conversion based PI controllers and ANFIS controllers have been compared under 
constant and varying conditions which shows that ANFIS controllers are very robust, 
fast and reliable as compared to PI controllers with design given in this research 
work. Thus, ANFIS controllers have been successfully used for complex power 
conversion system like PV system connected to the grid. The use of ANFIS 
controllers can be extended to complex power conversion systems and cascaded 
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multi-level converter systems where high level of robustness, reliability and 
efficiency is required, thus making ANFIS controllers presented in this study as 
future controllers 
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CHAPTER 6  
EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF Z-SOURCE 
INVERTER 
In this chapter grid connected Z-source inverter has been implemented in Real Time 
Digital Simulator (RTDS) and its controller has been employed in dSPACE1103 in real-
time loop-in control. Performance of ANFIS controller has been evaluated using this real 
time environment. A prototype of Z-source inverter, LC filter, connected to chromo solar 
simulator has also been developed separately for testing with a dc source, a PV simulator 
for dynamic MPPT test and partial shadow test. 
6.1 Experimental Implementation in RTDS and dSPACE 1103 
 
The system diagram implemented in RSCAD software for RTDS is shown in Figure 6.1- 
Figure 6.3. Controller in dSPACE 1103 has also been shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. 
the input PV maximum voltage is 215 volts and it is boost upto 320 volts. The ANFIS 
controllers were implemented in dSPACE 1103. This controller takes output current, out 
voltage, Z-source capacitor voltage, Vpv, Ipv as control variables and generate five control 
signals for PWM modulation, i.e., three modulation signals and 2 shoot-through 
envelops. The results show the robustness and reliability of ANFIS controllers in real-
time environment. The output voltage level are 190 volts rms and output current for load 
is 10 A rms. Carrier frequency was set at 6500 Hz. 
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Figure 6.1 Grid-connected PV system in RSCAD 
 
The PV module in RSCAD is shown in Figure 6.1. A Norton equivalent of small step 
component is used to inter connect small and large time step components. The 
temperature and irradiation are 25oC and 1000 w/m2. The PV maximum power voltage 
and current values can be set to desired value by changing the number of modules or 
arrays. 
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Figure 6.2 Inverter with Z-source network 
The Z-source inverter along with grid connected load is shown in Figure 6.2. The input 
and output cards are also shown. The output current and voltages, PV voltage and current 
and dc capacitor voltage is sent to dSPACE1103 for controller action through output 
card. Three modulation control signal and shoot-through duty cycle is received through 
input card from dSPACE1103. 
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Figure 6.3 Pulse generator for Z-source 
 
The switching pulse generator for z-source inverter is shown in Figure 6.3. The carrier 
frequency is 7000 Hz. The carrier signal is compared with three modulating signals and 
shoot-through duty cycle generated by dSPACE1103 to generate switching signals for 
IGBTs. The output pulses are multiplexed into a Boolean word and sent to the inverter 
for switching action. 
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Figure 6.4 Z-source Inverter in dSPACE 1103 
 
Z-source inverter built in small time step component is shown in Figure 6.4. The current 
and voltage obtained from Norton equivalent is fed to the input of Z-source inverter and 
output of Z-source inverter is fed to low pass LC filter interconnected through unity ratio 
interconnection transformer between small time and large time step components in 
RSCAD. The output of inverter is ac signal with many harmonics that requires LC low 
pass filter to obtain 60 Hz pure signal. A detailed diagram of ANFIS controller in 
dSPACE1103 is shown in Figure 6.5. Three ANFIS controllers are shown in the diagram. 
The dc reference ANFIS controller is designed using rule table and other two are trained 
using training data. 
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Figure 6.5 Detail view of ANFIS Feedback Controller 
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The results obtained from RSCAD are shown below: 
Figure 6.6 shows the maximum value of voltage obtained is 215 V and it is stabilized and 
controlled by ANFIS controller. The PV voltage is boosted by PWM action for Z-source 
inverter to raise it to 320 Volts to reach the dc reference voltage as shown in figure 6.7. 
The dc reference voltage is held constant by the NAFIS controller which shows the 
effectiveness and reliability of the ANFIS controller in dc level tracking. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Vpv from RSCAD 
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Figure 6.7 Vc1 from RSCAD 
 
The output voltage of inverter is shown in Figure 6.8. The PWM results in proper 
switching of IGBTS resulting in ac signal with many harmonics. The inverter changes the 
input dc voltage to output ac signal by switching at the frequency of carrier signal. 
 
Figure 6.8 Inverter voltage from RSCAD 
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The output current of inverter is shown in Figure 6.9 which contains higher order 
harmonics which is filtered by low pass LC filter to obtain perfect sinusoidal wave at 60 
Hz. The peak value of inverter current reaches 20A. 
 
 
Figure 6.9 Inverter current from RSCAD 
 
Figure 6.10 shows the output voltage after filter which is perfectly sinusoidal and is 
delivered to the grid connected load. The output voltage shows that the performance of 
NAFIS current controllers is reliable and efficient for grid-connected PV systems and 
proper training results in robust ANFIS controllers that can control the outputs of 
complex power conversion systems. 
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Figure 6.10 output voltage from RSCAD 
 
The output current with a peak value of 15 A is shown in Figure 6.11. The output current 
is obtained after filtered sharply at 60 Hz cutoff frequency. The output current is drawn 
by the load. The output current shows that the ANFIS controller is robust in controlling 
the output quantities and keeping them in steady state values. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 Output current from RSCAD 
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Figure 6.12 shows the control modulating signals generated by ANFIS controller and sent 
to RTDS for switching of Z-source inverter. The three modulating signals are sinusoidal 
in nature with peak value of 0.4. These three signals are compared with a triangular 
carrier signal of 7000 Hz frequency to generate pulses for IGBTs. These modulating 
signals are responsible for voltage source switching actions of inverter to convert dc 
signal to ac. 
 
Figure 6.12 Control signals from dSPACE 1103 
 
Figure 6.13 shows the shoot-through duty cycle generated by controller in dSPACE1103 
and is sent to RTDS. This shoot-through reference is responsible for boost action of Z-
source inverter to take the dc capacitor voltage value up to the required dc reference 
value. These shoot-through reference acts as envelops in positive and negative direction 
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to be compared with the carrier signal and generate shoot-through states for Z-source 
inverter. 
 
Figure 6.13 Shoot-through duty ratio from dSPACE 1103 
 
The pulses generated by the PWM for Z-source inverter have been shown in Figure 6.14. 
The pulses shows the shoot-through and non-shoot-through states. During the time when 
all the switches in one leg or two legs or three legs are turned on, it results in shoot-
through states for Z-source inverter. When only one switch is turned on in one leg, it 
results in non-shoot-through states. At 0.0002 seconds, the IGBTS are in shoot-through 
states while at 0.00033 the IGBTs are in non-shoot-through states. 
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Figure 6.14 Pulses generated by PWM 
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6.2  Prototype of Z-source Inverter 
 
A prototype of Z-source Inverter was built in laboratory with Z-source inductors equal to 
1.3 mH and Z-source capacitors equal to 1000 uF. PV capacitor was selected to be 2200 
uF and SEMITEACH – IGBT inverter was used in the prototype. For LC filter , inductor 
was 10mH per phase and capacitor was 200 uF AC per phase. Resistive load was used. 
The following test cases were carried out using the Z-source prototype with Pi controller 
running in dSPACE 1103 interfaced with Simulink environment. 
6.2.1 Zsource with dc source 
 
The simulation results of Z-source inverter with a dc-source in stand-alone mode is 
shown in Figure 6. 15 – 6.18. The carrier frequency was set at 6000Hz and PI controller 
based on dq conversion was used. The input dc voltage was 100 V and output rms 
voltage was 75 volts. 
 
Figure 6.15 Inverter output current 
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The output current of Z-source inverter is shown in Figure 6.15 which is sinusoidal in 
nature and has many harmonics. These harmonics are removed by the LC filter prototype 
and gives a perfectly sinusoidal waveform as shown in Figure 6.15. 
 
Figure 6.16 LC filter output current to load 
 
The output voltage obtained through LC filter and fed to the load is shown in Figure 6.17 
and 6.18. The peak value is 75 and it has a frequency of 60 Hz. This shows that 
performance of PI controller to control Z-source inverter with dc voltage source is 
reliable and effective. 
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Figure 6.17 Output voltage on phase B of LC filter to load 
 
 
Figure 6.18 Output voltage on phase C of LC filter to load 
 
 
6.2.2 Zsource with PV MPPT Test 
 
Prototype of Z-source inverter was interfaced with Chroma-Programmable PV Simulator 
in stand-alone mode with controller running in dSPACE 1103 interfaced with simulink 
environment. Output of Z-source inverter was fed to resistive load of 500 watt through an 
LC filter described in previous sections. The simulation results from Dynamic MPPT 
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testing of Chroma-PV Simulator are shown in Figure 6.19 – Figure 6.25. Maximum 
voltage of PV module was set at 175 volts and maximum current was set at 3.4 A which 
corresponds to maximum power point of 595 watts. The carrier frequency was set at 
10000 Hz. The Pv model used was Sandia with Trise = 800, Tfall = 800, Vmppt = 175 
Volts, Pmppt = 595 watt and Fill factor of 0.68 at STC. 
 
Figure 6.19 MPPT Test of PV-Simulator 
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The efficiency of MPPT test was 99.54% and 600 watt of power was successfully 
delivered to the load.   Output voltages and current waveforms obtained through control 
desk are shown in Figure 6.21. Output voltages and current are sinusoidal with a 
frequency of 60 Hz which shows the accurate filtering action of low pass LC filter. 
 
Figure 6.20 Output Voltage and current 
 
The Pulses waveforms obtained through Control Desk software are shown in Figure 6.21. 
These pulses are obtained from dSPACE1103 and amplified to 15V and then fed to Z-
source inverter for proper switching. The current level of the pulses was amplified by the 
internal current amplifier in inverter module to the required switching level.  
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Figure 6.21 Firing PULSES at Control Desk 
 
The Control Desk shows the values of PV voltage to be 172.3 V and PV current to be 
4.81 A at maximum  power point sampled through voltage and current transducers and 
sent to dSPACE1103 for control action as shown in Figure 6.22. 
 
Figure 6.22 Measured Vpv and Ipv by Control Desk 
 
6.2.3 Zsource with PV Partial Shadow Test 
A partial shadow test was done with PV-Simulator connected to Z-source inverter 
prototype in a stand-alone mode with controller running in dSPACE 1103 interfaced with 
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Simulink environment. The shadow was simulated by a moving cloud over the PV 
module. The maximum power point tracking of the PV module before, during and after 
the passage of cloud over the PV module is shown in Figure 6.23 – Figure 6.25. 
 
Figure 6.23 MPPT tracking before Passage of shadow 
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In Figure 6.23, it shown that the cloud will pass over the PV module as shown by the 
cloud arrow direction. At 26% of simulation before the passage of cloud over the PV 
modules, the results of MPPT is shown in Figure 6.23. The cloud will pass over module 
number 4 and 5 as indicated by the tick signs in Figure 6.23. After 85%, the cloud will 
pass over these two modules and MPPT results are shown during the shadow caused by 
clouds in Figure 6.24. The MPPT efficiency by PI controller during the shadowing is 
98.7%. After 95% of simulation, the cloud have passed and the PV modules are exposed 
to full sunlight again and MPPT results after the passage of clouds are shown in Figure 
6.25. During the shadowing the irradiation was reduced to 600 w/m2 from 1000 w/m2 
during normal conditions.  
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Figure 6.24 MPPT during Shadow 
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Figure 6.25 MPPT after Passage of Shadow 
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The hardware prototype of Z-source inverter, amplifiers, inductors and dSPACE1103 
controller is shown in Figure 6.26. The batteries are used to supply dc voltages for 
different equipment in the prototype. 
 
Figure 6.26 Hardware detail of Prototype 
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6.3 Discussion 
In this chapter, the grid-connected PV system with Z-source was successfully 
implemented in real-time environment and its performance was evaluated which shows 
the feasibility and robustness of artificial intelligence based ANFIS controllers. A 
laboratory prototype of Z-source inverter was also built and Pi controller was used in 
dSPACE 1103 to evaluate the performance of MPPT tracking of Chroma-PV Simulator 
and partial shadow test case was also carried out. Z-source theory can also be extended to 
complex grid-connected environment in prototype. Z-source inverters can be used as  
multi-level inverters in power conversion systems with CMI and ESB and its further 
performance can be evaluated. This study showed the potential of Z-source inverters to 
be future technology in power conversion systems of all types. Successful 
implementation of PI and ANFIS controllers in real-time environment and prototype has 
taken the research to another level and have helped in evaluating and validating the 
performance of these converters and controllers. 
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CHAPTER 7  
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
 
In this research work, Z-source inverter has been used with PV to enhance the 
performance of power conversion systems. Conventional converters have drawbacks as 
they are two stage converter increasing the cost and component count. Also conventional 
converters have restrictions on switching states and EMI can cause short-circuit of gates 
resulting in damage of device. Conventional converters low efficiency and many other 
limitations. Z-source inverter has been proposed and its performance has been evaluated 
with different PWM controllers. Also, different feedback controllers like PI controllers 
with alpha-beta conversion and dq-conversion were implemented and their performance 
has been evaluated. Artificial intelligence based controllers like Adaptive neuro-fuzzy 
controllers have been proposed for robust, reliable, and fast current, voltage and power 
feedback control in power conversion systems.  
 Different PWM control methods like Simple boost control, Maximum boost 
control and constant maximum boost control techniques have been employed and 
their performance have been evaluated for Z-source converters which paves the 
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way for future formulation and research of more efficient space-vector PWM 
techniques for complex power conversion systems. 
 The performance of Maximum constant boost controller was higher in terms of 
harmonic contents, boost factor and voltage gain than other two PWM techniques. 
These PWM techniques use 5 control signals and a carrier signal to generate 
switching signals for IGBTs. Out of these 5 signals, three of these signals were 
generated by feedback controller and 2 by MPPT tracking algorithm. The shoot-
through duty ratio was used in these controllers to control the shoot-through of 
dc-link voltage. Implementation of these techniques will help in developing of 
new techniques. 
 These PWM techniques will help researchers to propose and formulate new PWM 
techniques and these 3 techniques can be used with different feedback controllers 
to enhance the performance of power conversion system, thus adjusting the output 
voltage, reducing harmonic contents, providing more robust, effective and desired 
results in multi-level inner connected systems with CMI and ESB. 
 
 Different feedback controllers for dc reference tracking, current control, voltage 
control and power control have been proposed for PV connected Z-source inverter 
in stand-alone and grid-connected modes. DQ controllers for stand-alone PV 
system under STC of 250 C and 1000 w/m2 with Z-source inverter were designed 
and performance was evaluated. 
 PI based feedback controllers were designed for grid-connected PV systems with 
Z-source inverters in Matlab/Simulink environment. The performance of the 
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controller was evaluated under varying environmental conditions of temperature 
and irradiations of PV module. 
 New ANFIS-based feedback controllers were proposed in this research work. 
Three ANFIS controllers were used; one for dc reference tracking and two for 
reference voltage signal generators to control PWM and generate switching 
signals for IGBTs. 
 The proposed ANFIS controller was implemented in Simulink environment and 
its performance was compared to PI controller and it was found that ANFIS 
controllers are more robust, fast and reliable under changing conditions to for dc 
reference tracking, MPPT tracking and power control. The ANFIS controller was 
also implemented in real time environment of RTDS and dSPACE 1103 and its 
performance was evaluated in real time environment. 
 This proposed controller is very efficient, reliable, fast and is suitable for use in 
complex power conversion systems and in multi-level cascaded inverter systems. 
 A laboratory prototype of Z-source inverter was built and its performance with dc 
input source and PV-Simulator was evaluated using PI controller in dSPACE 
1103 interfaced with Simulink. Different tests were carried out like MPPT test 
and partial shadow test. 
 The PI controller with the laboratory prototype was efficiently tracking Maximum 
power point under various conditions. 
7.2 Future Work 
 
The following future works are recommended. 
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1. The developed PWM techniques can be modified to present and formulate new 
PWM algorithms for multi-level cascaded grid-connected converter systems. 
Combination of these PWM techniques can also be used. New vector based 
PWM algorithms with more states and more switching patterns can also be 
presented. 
2. New MPPT algorithm based on neural networks, sliding mode and MPC can be 
used in combination with these PWM techniques. 
3. ANFIS Controllers can be extended to common-point coupled Z-source 
inverters. 
4. ANFIS Controllers can be extended to Multi-level Z-source inverter in 
transformer-less grid-connected mode. 
5. ANFIS Controllers can be extended for CMI and ESB connected modes of PV 
systems and wind systems. 
6. ANFIS Controllers can be extended to simultaneously control various power 
conversion systems and distributed generations. 
7. Developed prototype can be used to connect power conversion energy systems 
to utility grid and evaluate the performance of changing environmental 
conditions. 
8. Wind and PV simulator both can be interfaced with Z-source laboratory 
prototype and a robust controller based on artificial intelligence can be proposed 
for future research purposes. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR Z-SOURCE INVERTER 
A.1 Programmable AC Source 
Programmable AC source provides powerful functions to simulate the standard power 
quality disturbances. In this work, Chroma 61511 is used as a grid source for the 
distribution system as shown in Figure A.1. It can provides upto 300 Vac output voltage 
and 12 KVA power ratings. It is capable to generate the first forty harmonics and inter-
harmonics ranging from 0.01 Hz to 2400 Hz.  
 
Figure A.1: Chroma AC source 
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 Programmable PV Simulator 
Programmable PV Simulator is multi-function Chroma device that can simulate a dc 
source of voltage range 0-2500V and current up to 25 A as shown in Figure A.2. It can 
also simulate a PV module with different parameters can be set according to international 
standards. Maximum power point tracking and shadow testing options are also available. 
The PV Simulator can be controlled through a soft panel and different parameters like 
temperature, irradiation, rise time, fall time, fill factor, open circuit voltage and short-
circuit current can be adjusted.  
 
Figure A.2 Programmable PV Simulator 
 dSPACE Controller 
dSPACE is an industrial controller mainly used for the application development and 
prototyping. In this study, DS-1103 is used for the real time controller implementation of 
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SAPF as shown in A.3. It has two major parts expansion box and connection panel. The 
connection panel consists of 50 bit analog and digital I/O channels including 20 analog to 
digital input channel (ADCH) and 8 digital to analog output channels (DACH). dSPACE 
can be easily programmed with the Matlab/Simulink with the aid of real time interface 
(RTI) blocksets. All I/O’s can be configured for real time applications using RTI. 
dSPACE uses control Desk as a software for the real time monitoring, measurement and 
control actions. DS-814 interface card is used in the expansion box while DS-817 card in 
the workstation for real time monitoring and control of the system.  
The instantaneous power PQ and synchronous reference current DQ controllers are 
designed in Matlab/Simulink environment with the aid of RTI and RTW tools provided 
by the dSPACE. The dSPACE DS-1103 controller has two major parts expansion box 
and connection panel. The connection panel contains 20 analog to digital input channel 
(ADCH) and 8 digital to analog output channels (DACH).  
The three-phase source voltage and DC bus voltage waveforms are fed to the dSPACE 
controller using DACH 1-4 obtained from the voltage transducers. The real time current 
waveforms consisting of three phase load current and three phase SAPF current are input 
to the dSPACE controller using DACH 5-7 and DACH 9-11 respectively. The 
instantaneous power PQ and synchronous reference current DQ controllers are 
implemented using 50 μsec sampling time. The gate pulses are obtained from the 
dSPACE using high speed digital DS1103BIT_OUT block of master PCC.  
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Figure A.3 dSPACE DS-1103 
 Real Time Inverter/Rectifier Module 
SEMITEACH – IGBT inverter and rectifier are used for real time SAPF implementation. 
It has three major functions including single and three phase inverter, buck or boost 
converter and brake chopper as shown in A.4. An isolated uncontrolled rectifier is also a 
part of this embedded system. A pair of 2200μF DC capacitor is also installed for energy 
storage purpose. The rectifier input is 230/ 400V while the output of may vary up to 
600V DC. The input output range of inverter can also varied up to 400V AC and 600V 
DC with 30A as a maximum current.  
In this study, the voltage source inverter and three phase inverter are used. The voltage 
source inverter is used to inject the nonlinear harmonic current required by the load 
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attached to the DC side of the diode rectifier. The gate pulses are provided to the inverter 
generated by the dSPACE controller using amplifier. A DC voltage source of 15 volts is 
applied to drive the gate driven circuit of the inverter. The DC bus capacitor are used to 
store the energy and provide the required nonlinear current while maintaining the certain 
reference value.    
 
 
Figure A.4 Real Time Inverter and Rectifier Module 
 Mixed Domain Oscilloscope  
Tektronix 4104B-3 mix domain oscilloscope is used to record the experimental results as 
shown in Figure A.5. It is capable of analyzing signals both in frequency and time 
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domain. It can be used a spectrum analyzer. It has four channels that can be used for the 
measurement of voltage and current signals.  
The voltage probe Tektronix TPP-1000 is a 1GHz bandwidth probe used for the 
measurement of voltage signals up to 300 volts. It offers 10X and 2X attenuation factors. 
Tektronix TCP0030A probe is utilized for the measurement of source, load and SAPF 
current signals. This probe provides the selectable measurement of 5A and 30A with the 
bandwidth greater than 120 MHz.   
 
Figure A.5 Mix Domain Tektronix Oscilloscope 
 
 Voltage and Current Transducers 
Voltage and current transducers are utilized to reduce the voltage and current signals of 
distribution system, which can be fed to the controller for a possible control action. The 
dSPACE controller, used in this work has input output range up to ±10V while the actual 
voltage and current ratings are much higher. So, voltage and current transducers are used 
to make the input voltage and current signals compatible with the controller I/O range. 
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(a)Voltage Transducer 
LEM LV 25P/SP5 sensor is used as a voltage transducer for the real time measurement of 
voltage signal. It is a closed loop sensor, which can measure DC, AC and pulsed voltage 
signals from 10 to 1500 V using the Hall effect as shown in Figure A.6. A user specified 
input resistor is used to induce a current in the secondary side of the transducer, where a 
measurement resistor can be used to obtain the output voltage from the induced current. 
In this work, input resistor of 47 kΩ is used for the three-phase voltage measurement 
while 94 kΩ is used for the DC bus side with a 500Ω as a measurement resistor.  
 
Figure A.6 Voltage Transducers LEM LV 25P/SP5 
Voltage transducers are used to reduce the level of the voltage signals, which can be fed 
to the controller for a possible control action. The dSPACE controller, used in this work 
has input output range up to ±10V while the actual voltage ratings are much higher. So, 
voltage and transducers are used to make the input voltage waveform compatible with the 
permissible controller I/O range. 
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LEM LV 25P/SP5 sensor is used as a voltage transducer for the real time measurement of 
voltage signal. It can measure DC, AC and pulsed voltage signals from 10 to 1500 V 
using the Hall effect. The basic block diagram of the voltage transducer is shown in the 
Figure A.7. The terminal HT+ and HT- represents the signal phase connection terminals 
of supply voltage. The user specified resistor R is used as an input resistors to limit the 
input current less than 10mA at the primary side. The current conversion ratio of the LV 
25-P/SP5 is 2500 : 1000. The resistor RM is used as a measurement resistor. The value of 
RM should be carefully selected so that the output voltage will remain the range less than 
± 10V. The voltage terminal ±Vc represents the terminal of the supplied DC voltage of 
±15V. An example is illustrated below to explain the functionality of voltage transducer. 
Suppose Vs = 230 V  
Input Resistor = R = 47000 Ω 
Measurement Resistor = 500 Ω 
230
Pr 4.8936
47,000
s
p
V V
imaryCurrnet I mA
R
     
2.5 12.2340s pI x I mA   
12.2340 0.5
6.11
M s MOutput Voltage V I x R
x
Volts
 


 
It can be seen that for a supply voltage of 230 volts the transducer output voltage is 6.11 
volts which is far less than 10 Volts. So, the transducer output can be fed to the dSPACE 
controller.  
In this work, input resistor of 47 kΩ is used for the three-phase voltage measurement 
while 94 kΩ is used for the DC bus side with a 500Ω as a measurement resistor.  
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Figure A.7 Circuit Diagram of Voltage Transducer 
 
(b)Current Transducer 
HAS 50-s sensor is used as a current transducer for the real time measurement of source 
load and active power filter current. It is a closed loop sensor, which can measure DC, 
AC and pulsed current signals up to 50A using the Hall effect as shown in A.7. The 
output of this sensor is an AC voltage signal which can be easily used in any industrial 
controller like dSPACE.  
 
Figure A.8 Current Transducers HAS 50-s 
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Current transducers are utilized to transform the high rated current signals into the low 
valued voltage signals in the distribution system, which can be fed to the controller for a 
possible control action. 
HAS 50-s sensor is used as a current transducer for the real time measurement of source 
load and active power filter current. It is a closed loop sensor, which can measure DC, 
AC and pulsed current signals up to 50A using the Hall Effect. A single phase wire is 
passed through the sensor to induce the current in sensors coil. The output of this sensor 
is an AC voltage signal which can be easily used in any industrial controller like 
dSPACE. The basic block diagram of the current transducer is shown in the Figure A.9, 
where Ip represents the directions of current. The voltage terminal ±Vc represents the 
terminal of the supplied DC voltage of ±15V. The resistor RM is used as a measurement 
resistor. The value of RM should be carefully selected so that the output voltage will 
remain the range less than ± 10V. 
 
Figure A.9 Circuit Diagram of Current Transducer 
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  AMPLIFIER DESIGN 
The digital output of the dSPACE controller is in the range of ±10V, while the gate 
pulses input required by the real time inverters are ±15V. Therefore, a double gain 
amplifier is designed using the hex inverter TTL logic integrated circuit SN7416. The 
schematic diagram of the hex inverter circuit is shown in Figure A.10. This TTL hex 
inverter has a minimum breakdown voltage of 15 volts. A 15 volts DC supply is provided 
at the Vcc terminal. The output level can be adjusted using pull up resistors. This TTL 
hex inverter can sink maximum current up to 30mA.  
 
Figure A.10 Schematic Diagram of SN7416 TTL hex Inverter 
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APPENDIX B 
HARDWARE IN THE LOOP REAL TIME DIGITAL 
SIMULATOR (RTDS) AN OVERVIEW 
 
B.1 Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) 
In power systems, a power hardware in loop (PHIL) systems represents the power 
systems interfaced with a piece of hardware.  PHIL simulations plays a vital role in the 
design and testing of power system problems [109]–[111]. 
RTDS is one the most advance simulator that solves the complex power systems in near 
real time. RTDS consists of the specialized dedicated hardware and software that 
specifically designed to efficiently solve the electromagnetic transients as shown in 
Figure . RTDS is capable of solving a wide range of power system application with the 
aid of wide variety of built in power system components and friendly graphical user 
interface [112], [113].  
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Figure B.1 Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) 
B.2 RSCAD Software 
RSCAD is the graphical user interface used to design, run, operate and troubleshoot the 
power system. RSCAD mainly consist of two parts namely DRAFT and RUNTIME. The 
Draft file is used to create the power system circuit by copying and pasting the individual 
power system components from the user library as shown in Figure B.2. A number of 
power system components are available in the library that are designed and refined over 
the time. After the power system network has been constructed, the draft file is compiled 
to create the simulation code required by the simulator.   
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Figure B.2 RSCAD Draft File 
 
Figure B.3 RSCAD Run Time File 
After the successful compilation of the draft file, the simulation code can be downloaded 
to the simulator using the run time file. Run time files can be used to observe, record and 
control the real time simulation using controls and graph indicators as shown in Figure 
B.3. Power system parameters like voltage, current frequency, power etc. can be 
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examined using plots and other indicators. The transient behavior of the system can be 
easily observed and recorded.    
B.3 Hardware Components 
The RTDS simulator hardware is based on the modular architecture. It can be easily 
extendable by adding modules or racks to accommodate the larger models power system. 
Each rack contains three different cards for communication and processing such as: 
 Inter-Rack Communication card (IRC) 
 Giga Transceiver Workstation Interface Card (GTWIF)  
 Giga Processor Card (GPC) 
The GTWIF card is responsible for the synchronization between the racks. It also 
communicate with the RSCAD to start and stop the simulation. GPC is used to solve the 
power/control systems components equations. Every GPC card contains two IBM 1GHz 
processor each can solve 66 power system nodes. GPC card also govern the connection to 
the gigabit transceiver analog input/output card (GTIO). The GTAI/O input/output cards 
are used to interface the RTDS with external devices as shown in Figure B.4. Each 
GTAI/O contains 12 input/output channel available for the external connection, while the 
gigabit transceiver digital input/output (GTDI/O) cards contains 64 digital input/output 
channels. 
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a) PB5 
 
b) GTWIF 
 
c) GTAO 
 
d) GTAI 
 
e) GTDI 
Figure B.4 RTDS Processors and I/O Cards 
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